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ABSTRACT

The nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center is a point defect in diamond and has been championed as a promising solid-state artificial atom. NV center properties such as its bright luminescence, room-temperature optical readout of spin states, and long spin decoherence lifetime make it an excellent system for applications in quantum information processing, high sensitivity magnetometry, and biotagging. In all applications, near-surface NVs are desirable. However, it has been found that the favorable properties of the NV center are significantly diminished as the NV center nears the surface.

This dissertation presents efforts in understanding the effect of the surface on the luminescence of NV centers less than a wavelength of light from the surface. We use plasma assisted etching to, independently, change the surface termination and bring the NV closer to the surface. We find that treating the surface with CF$_4$ plasma results in a deposited polymerous fluorocarbon which helps stabilize nearby NVs. We propose using a downstream etcher to bring NVs closer to the surface, while minimizing damage and maintaining NV luminescence. Finally, we enhance emission of these near-surface NVs by coupling them into a hybrid diamond plasmonic cavity. The fabricated devices result in a measured Q of 170, higher than other previously fabricated diamond plasmonic devices.
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Diamond is a truly exceptional material, known for its extreme hardness and high thermal conductivity. It is optically transparent and can host hundreds of different point defect centers, called color centers, that emit light. The nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center – one of the most well-studied centers – emits in the visible regime. Its unique spin properties allow it to act as a solid-state “artificial atom.” NVs have
generated much excitement around their applications in quantum information,\textsuperscript{6} magnetometry,\textsuperscript{27,3} nanoscale nuclear magnetic spin resonance spectroscopy (NMR),\textsuperscript{78,50} and biosensing and marking.\textsuperscript{23}

Several challenges stand in the way of realizing these applications. First, the desirable optical and spin properties of near-surface NVs—a necessity for almost all applications of NVs—are hampered by proximity to the diamond surface. Second, the collection of NV emission in air is inefficient due to the high dielectric constant of diamond. This thesis details our research toward both stabilizing and maximizing the radiation of NVs within the top 20 nm of the surface. To achieve these goals, we studied the effects of surface chemistry and subsurface damage on NV emission. We also designed and fabricated a diamond structure to enhance the collection of near-surface NV emission at a specific frequency.

This chapter provides an overview of the surface properties of diamond; the optical and spin properties of NVs; the desirability of near-surface NVs specifically and their applications. Finally, we demonstrate the need to better understand how diamond surfaces affect NVs.
1.1 Bulk diamond material properties

Diamond is a carbon allotrope made up of $sp^3$ bonds arranged in a unique diamond cubic lattice structure [Fig. 1.1]. The crystal consists of two interspersed face-centered cubic Bravais lattices where the four nearest neighbors form a tetrahedral geometry. These strong covalent bonds give rise to diamond’s structural hardness. Diamond is chemically inert and resistant to most acids and bases. Diamond’s high thermal conductivity also makes it a great heat sink material.

![Diamond cubic lattice]

Figure 1.1: Diamond cubic lattice

Diamond is an electronic insulator with a wide band gap of 5.45 eV, making it optically transparent in the visible regime. It can be doped with boron to become a p-type semiconductor. Due to the robustness of diamond, its boron-doped counterpart is often used as an electrode for electrochemical applications. Attempts to n-type dope diamond with a high density of nitrogen results in a donor state 1.7 eV from the conduction band. This dopant level, however, is too deep to promote electrons into the conduction band. N-type doping of diamond remains elusive.
1.1.1 Diamond surface

Single-crystal diamond is grown homoepitaxially on another single-crystal diamond. Heteroepitaxial growth on cubic boron nitride (c-BN) or β-type silicon carbide (β-SiC) result in oriented, polycrystalline diamond. Diamond growth is achieved with chemical vapor deposition (CVD), often in a mixture of H\textsubscript{2} and CH\textsubscript{4} gases. It is most commonly grown in a (100) orientation, as opposed to (110) or (111), to minimize the occurrence of grain boundaries.

As is the case with all crystals, the surface can form in various configurations called surface reconstructions. These surface reconstructions minimize the surface energy and limit dangling bonds. Which surface reconstruction forms depends on the chemical bonding of the top few lattice sites. Figure 1.2 illustrates a cross-section of geometry for (100) surfaces before and after reconstruction. These configurations affect the energy and reactivity of diamond at the surface.

For a carbon-terminated diamond surface, an unreconstructed (100) surface has two dangling bonds (represented by the dotted red lines in figure 1.2a). Such a surface prefers to relax to a 2x1 geometry, where neighboring surface atoms form π-bonded dimers, similar to a cleaved (100) Si surface [Fig. 1.2b].

An idealized carbon-terminated surface is not practically feasible. Since diamond is grown in the presence of H\textsubscript{2} gas, a hydrogenated surface is commonly seen. Hydrogen-termination reconstructs to a (100)2x1:2H surface, where the π-bond between the dimers is replaced by a covalent bond to one hydrogen [Fig. 1.2d]. The (111) and (110) surface reconstruct to 1x1:1H and 1x1:2H, respectively. Hydrogen atoms can be desorbed by annealing the substrate to 900 - 1000°C in vacuum. The
surface then readjusts to find the minimum energy configuration for a bulk-terminated surface.  

A diamond cleaved or left out in air is oxygen-terminated. Unlike hydrogen, carbon and oxygen can bind in a variety of different chemical compositions. A ketone (C=O) configuration relaxes to a (100)1x1 surface [Fig. 1.2a], whereas ether (C-O-C) and hydroxyl (C-OH) groups relax to a (100)2x1 reconstruction [Fig. 1.2d]. Hydroxyl-termination (C-OH) is also possible with a (100)1x1 surface. Oxygen similarly desorbs from the surface after the diamond is heated above 900°C in vacuum.

All these reconstructions assumes a perfectly sp³-bonded structure. Ion implantation, physical sputtering, and annealing, however, may break some sp³ bonds. If a sufficient number of sp³ carbons are broken, graphitization occurs. The resulting sp²-bonded carbons drastically change the electrical and optical properties of the diamond. The surface is relatively stable when annealed up to 1800°C in vacuum and

---

**Figure 1.2:** Cross-sectional schematic of the top three atoms of an ordered (100) diamond in a 1x1 geometry (a,c) and a 2x1 geometry (b,d). The fourth carbon bond is not shown. Blue spheres represent carbon atoms and green spheres represent non-carbon termination atoms or groups. Dashed red lines represent dangling bonds.
Above these thresholds, the surface forms a graphitized layer that then burns off rapidly. This process effectively etches the diamond.

1.2 Nanodiamonds

Due to the chemical inertness of diamond, there is interest in using nanodiamonds in biological systems as robust fluorophores and local probes of magnetic field or spin. Nanodiamonds share many similarities with bulk diamonds, only with a higher surface-to-volume ratio. Oxygen-terminated nanodiamonds are hydrophillic and can be easily suspended in aqueous solutions.

Nanodiamonds were first discovered in the 1960s by detonating bulk diamonds in a closed chamber. These “detonation diamonds” were generally 4-5 nm in size but covered with graphitic soot. While relatively cheap to manufacture, these nanodiamonds have a high sp$^2$/sp$^3$ ratio. Furthermore, they aggregate easily and are difficult to disperse evenly onto a surface.

Grinding large CVD-grown crystals down to particles between 5 and 100 nm in diameter produces a purer form of nanodiamond. Alternatively, nanodiamonds can be grown in a CVD reactor with small diamond slurries as seeds. Nanodiamonds produced by either of these methods are single-crystal with jagged edges.

Using nanodiamonds for pH-tunable drug release or targeted biomarking requires chemical functionality at the surface. Small linker molecules can covalently bind to certain surface functional groups, such as carboxylic acids or alcohols. These linker molecules can then bind to antibodies or proteins. Functionalization can also be achieved by taking advantage of surface electrostatics. An oxidized surface, for
instance, is slightly negatively charged and will bind to a positively charged polymer. A layer-by-layer structure of alternating negatively and positively charged polymers can result in a fully coated nanoparticle. The polymers can be shed in solution by simply adjusting the pH.

1.3 Surface conductivity and electronic band structure

In 1989, Landstrass and Ravi discovered that undoped diamond—always considered to be purely an insulator—could become conductive after the surface is hydrogenated. The mechanism for this conduction, however, was unknown at the time. This conduction was later proposed to arise from a $p$-type surface conductive layer, confined to the first 10 nm of the surface, with an activation energy of around 50 meV, almost an order of magnitude less than the acceptor level of boron dopant. We currently believe the conductivity stems from a combination of the electron affinity at the surface and electron acceptors in surface adsorbates.

The structure and chemistry of the surface dictates the band pinning and bending of the material in relation to the vacuum level. Electron affinity (the minimum energy required to eject an electron) depends on the surface dipole, which can be engineered by changing both the surface termination (e.g., hydrogen or oxygen) and the reconstruction pattern. For an insulator, that is equivalent to the energy between the conduction band and the vacuum level. Ab initio density functional theory (DFT) calculations have been used to determine the ionization potentials and electron affinities for different surfaces.

For a hydrogen-terminated sample, a surface dipole arises from the carbon-hydrogen
bond at the surface. Hydrogen is less electronegative than carbon which leads to a negative electron affinity at the surface of diamond [Fig. 1.3a]. Experimental proof of the negative electron affinity was first found experimentally in 1994 by photoemission spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{82}

Maier \textit{et al.} proposed that the surface conductivity originates from a thin layer of water that is formed on the surface of the sample when exposed to the atmosphere. Because of hydrogenated diamond’s negative electron affinity, the chemical potential of electrons in water ($\mu_{\text{water}}$) is lower energy than the diamond’s valence band ($E_v$)[Fig. 1.3]. Electrons are transferred from the diamond to the water layer, driven by the redox reaction $2\text{H}_3\text{O}^+ + 2e^- \rightleftharpoons \text{H}_2 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}$. This electron transfer causes the surface bands to bend upwards, resulting in hole accumulation at the surface. The Fermi level is thus pinned 50 meV below the valence band and the surface becomes conductive. According to the Nernst law, $\mu_{\text{water}}$ changes with pH. Hence, the

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig1_3.png}
\caption{Schematic of surface chemistry (arrow signifies dipole direction) and electron affinities for an (a) hydrogen- and (b) oxygen-terminated diamond surface. Surface band bending in hydrogen-terminated surfaces results in surface conductivity.}
\end{figure}
conductivity of the diamond depends on the pH of the water layer. Lower pH leads to higher conductivity as H\(^+\) ion concentrations in the water layer increase.\(^\text{53}\) This theory was further confirmed by annealing in ultra-high vacuum at temperatures between 200\(^\circ\)C and 450\(^\circ\). This process causes the water and adsorbed ions to leave the surface, without breaking the carbon-hydrogen bonds. As a result, the surface maintains the negative electron affinity but no electron transfer to the water layer occurs and no surface conductivity is observed. When the sample is returned to atmosphere, conductivity is restored.\(^\text{69}\)

In contrast, in an oxygen-terminated surface, because oxygen is more electronegative than carbon, the C-O surface dipole points in the opposite direction of the C-H dipole [Fig. 1.3b]. This orientation results in a positive electron affinity for the diamond. The valence band has a lower energy than \(\mu_{\text{water}}\) and the adsorbed H\(_2\)O layer no longer acts as an electron acceptor. No significant band bending occurs.

Oxygen binding at the surface can dramatically affect electron affinity. For instance, the ether-terminated (1x1):O surface leads to positive electron affinity. By contrast, a hydroxyl-terminated surface (C-OH) leads to a negative electron affinity similar to a hydrogen-terminated surface. This hints at some issues such chemical variations at the surface could cause, which will be further explored in chapter 3.

1.4 Nitrogen-vacancy defects in diamond

The Nitrogen-Vacancy center (NV), one of many luminescent defects found in diamond, is a point defect consisting of a substitutional nitrogen atom next to a carbon vacancy, oriented along the (111) crystalline direction. The electronic transitions in
NVs are embedded in the band gap of diamond, away from both the valence and conduction bands. The NV is thus a deep-level defect, and its optical transitions are protected from thermal fluctuations at room temperatures. The NV center has excellent optical and spin properties, making it an exciting candidate for many applications ranging from acting as a stable fluorophore to magnetic sensing.

1.4.1 Charge states

NVs have been observed in two charge states: neutral (NV$^0$) and negative (NV$^-$). The negative NV has six electrons and is paramagnetic whereas the neutral NV has five electrons. The relative concentrations of NV$^0$ and NV$^-$ centers in bulk depends on the concentration of donors (such as interstitial nitrogen, N$_s$) and acceptors (such as vacancies) within the lattice. In type IIa diamonds, which have very small concentrations of N$_s$, there is a significant variation in the relative concentrations of the two charges. The NV$^+$ is also theorized to exist but has yet to be detected.

1.4.2 Optical properties

Both charges of NVs have been shown to be photostable even when excited off-resonance. Unlike fluorescent dyes or colloidal quantum dots, prolonged exposure to laser light does not result in photobleaching (the gradual dimming and disappearance of luminescence). An incident 532 nm laser excites both NV$^0$ and NV$^-$, and reveals a photoluminescence spectrum composed of two sharp, electronic transitions at 575 nm and 637 nm respectively, as well as a broadband vibrational background [Fig. 1.4]. The purely electronic transition, called the “zero-phonon line” (ZPL), involves no
phonons. At room temperature, transitions assisted by diamond lattice vibrations give rise to a broad emission below the ZPL energy called a “phonon side band.” When cooled, the phonon side bands become less prominent and the ZPLs sharpens considerably.

![Figure 1.4](image)

**Figure 1.4:** Nitrogen-vacancy photoluminescence at room temperature. NV$^0$ are NV$^−$ zero-phonon lines are at 575 and 637 nm, respectively.

The NV center is an efficient emitter, especially compared to most fluorescent dyes. The radiative quantum efficiency, defined as the fraction of radiative emission over total emission (radiative and non-radiative), is around 70-80% for NVs. The radiative lifetime of NV$^0$ and NV$^−$ in bulk diamond is around 20 and 13 ns, respectively. The radiative lifetime is considered to be temperature independent. In nanodiamonds, NV$^−$ centers have a longer lifetime of 25 ns due to the decrease in effective refractive index of the medium surrounding the NV.

While the internal quantum efficiency of an NV is high, the extraction of NV emission is great challenge. Due to the high refractive index (n=2.4) of diamond, much of the light emitted from an NV is totally internally reflected. The extraction
efficiency, calculated by the ratio of photons collected above the diamond to total photons emitted, is only around 3%. Moreover, the branching ratio, defined as the fraction of light emitted into the ZPL over all frequencies, is also around 3% even at low temperatures. For many applications of NVs that rely on NV$^-$ ZPL, most of the NV emission is considered wasted in the vibrational phonon side bands.

Nonetheless, the photostability of NVs, especially when embedded in nanocrystals, makes them great candidates for broadband fluorescent labels and single-photon emitters.

1.4.3 Spin properties

Figure 1.5: Electronic structure of NV$^-$ center.

A simplified electronic structure of the NV$^-$ center is shown in figure 1.5. The negatively-charged NV$^-$ state forms a spin triplet (s=1) in its ground state. An essential feature of the NV electron spin state is that it can be initialized, manipulated, and read out optically at room temperature. The NV$^0$ center, in contrast, has no detectable magnetic resonances. Because the NV$^-$ is the only charge with optical read-out of its spin, maximizing the NV$^-$ emission over NV$^0$ and NV$^+$ is crucial.
The crystal field splits the $m_s = 0$ and $m_s = \pm 1$ sublevels of the NV$^-$ ground state to be 2.87 GHz apart. Optical read out of spin is possible because electrons populated in the $m_s = \pm 1$ level are 30% dimmer than electrons in the $m_s = 0$ state. Electrons excited from the $m_s = \pm 1$ state are more likely to relax non-radiatively through a dark shelving state [Fig. 1.5]. Consequently, when a field induces a transition between the spin sublevels, a dip in detected NV photoluminescence can be seen. An example of the optically detected electron spin resonance (ESR) spectrum is shown in figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6: Electronic Spin Resonance (ESR), also known as Electronic Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectrum at no magnetic field, and in the presence of a magnetic field. Figure taken from 75.

In the presence of a magnetic field, the degeneracy of $m_s = \pm 1$ spin sublevels is lifted by the Zeeman effect [Fig. 1.5]. The energy separation of the $m_s = +1$ and -1 levels equals $2\gamma B$, where $\gamma$ is the electron gyromagnetic ratio and $B$ is the magnitude of the magnetic field parallel to the NV axis. Consequently, in the presence of a magnetic field, the ESR spectrum now shows two dips [Fig. 1.6]. This method is one of the most basic ways of sensing DC magnetic fields.

A more sensitive approach to sensing magnetic fields and spins relies on pulsed
experiments in a pump-probe scheme, where the NV spin evolves over a sensing period ($\tau$). The magnetic field sensitivity is directly proportional to this evolution time. The maximum possible $\tau$ is set by the electron spin decoherence time, $T_2^*$, which is a result of spin-spin relaxation, such as coupling nuclear spins in the diamond lattice or surface electron spins. $T_2^*$ lifetime reflects how quickly a spin “forgets” the direction it was oriented in. Various schemes of pulse sequences have been proposed to decouple the spin from its environment to improve the measured $T_2$ lifetime. Coherence times as long as $T_2 \approx 2$ ms have been measured, which corresponds to AC magnetic field sensitivities of $\approx 10$ nT/Hz. Such high sensitivity has enabled the detection of ensemble nuclear spin from protons. However, the fundamental limit of $T_2$ still lies in the spin noise from paramagnetic impurities within the diamond lattice and surface spins.

1.5 CHALLENGES OF NEAR-SURFACE NITROGEN VACANCY CENTERS

One of the most exciting applications of the NV center is using it to sense external spin. Taking advantage of the angstrom size of the point defect, we can image nuclear spins on a nanometer scale. The sensitivity to external spins can be improved by longer $T_2$ times; increased detection of the NV zero-phonon line; and decreased distance of the NV to the diamond surface.

NVs must be placed close to the surface to achieve high magnetic sensitivity of external spins (ideally <5 nm). Proximity to the surface is important because a dipolar magnetic field falls off as $r^3$, where $r$ is the distance of the NV to the source. However, as the NV gets closer to the surface, $T_2$ lifetimes decrease and NV lumines-
cence gets less stable. It has been found that NVs implanted at shallow depths below 5 nm result in lowered NV\(^-\)/NV\(^0\) ratios, significantly broadened ESR linewidths, and shortened T\(_2\) decoherence lifetimes.\(^{56}\) Furthermore, the photoluminescence of NVs less than 5 nm from the surface has been found to disappear and reappear suddenly, a phenomenon known as photoblinking.\(^4\) One potential contribution to the near-surface NV fragility is the conversion of NV\(^-\) to NV\(^0\) or NV\(^+\). Any imperfections in the diamond surface can result in dangling bonds which act as electron traps. And finally, as discussed earlier, different terminations result in surface band bending, which tend to favor NV\(^0\).

Another way to increase magnetic sensitivity is to improve the optical collection of the NV ZPL. Only 3\% of the collected light is from the NV\(^-\) ZPL: most of the emission is wasted in the vibration phonon side bands, even at low temperatures. Moreover, only 3\% of all photons are collected, due to the poor extraction efficiency. The solution for both the poor extraction efficiency and low branching ratio is shaping diamonds into photonic devices that trap light and enhance emission. Considerable progress has been made in enhancing NV ZPL emission.\(^2,7,73,40\) However, creating these structures in diamond causes two problems. It increases the surface to volume ratio, thereby again bringing NVs close to the surface and reintroducing problems related to surface proximity. Secondly, these photonic devices require diamond to be etch-removed through plasma-assisted dry etching. Etching can cause permanent damage to the diamond lattice, creating vacancies and implanting unwanted defects. These subsurface damages adversely affect NV properties as well.

NV centers have great potentially for many applications, especially in the field
of nanomagnetometry. Manipulating the surface and stabilizing near-surface NVs pose considerable obstacles, however. The aim of this thesis is to study the effects of different surface treatments on NV charge and NV luminescence.

1.6 Overview

There are several surface properties of diamond that affect nearby nitrogen vacancy centers:

1. Distance from NV center(s) to surface
2. Chemistry and structure on surface
3. Subsurface environment: vacancy and contamination concentration

In order to understand their effects, it is important to decouple and address each surface property in isolation. The health of NVs can be assessed through the spin decoherence lifetime ($T_2$), the on-resonance ZPL linewidth, the $NV^-/NV^0$ ratio, and the overall NV brightness. In this thesis, we will be focusing primarily on the latter two properties, measured from the photoluminescence of ensemble NVs.

We begin by introducing the materials and methods used throughout the thesis in chapter 2. We will cover the different ways of incorporating NVs into diamonds, and how we analyze the surface chemistry and NV optical characteristics. We first study the effect of the surface in chapter 3, by addressing the effect of changing only the chemical termination of diamond surface. We measure the effect of different surface terminations on the $NV^-/NV^0$ ratio. Specifically, we discuss our work on stabilizing NV charge through a fluorocarbon polymer.
Chapter 4 explores the effects of bringing NVs closer to the surface with plasma etching. This chapter focuses on characterizing the potential damage that reactive ion etching induces on the subsurface environment. We study the overall NV luminescence as the diamond surface is slowly etched away in different reactors. We propose a system for minimizing damage to near-surface NVs.

Chapter 5 addresses the poor collection efficiency and low branching ratio of NVs. We design, fabricate, and measure an optical cavity that creates a region of high electric field close to the surface of diamond to enhance the emission of near-surface NVs. The proposed structure relies on the hybridization of a mode in a 2D photonic crystal in diamond with a silver substrate to create a gap mode.

Through all these chapters we study the effect that nanofabrication has on the surface chemistry of diamond and its subsequent effect on near-surface NVs. Our results will hopefully be of interest and assistance to researchers working on NV diamond devices for a variety of applications, and to others working on similarly sensitive materials with fabrication-intensive steps.
In this thesis, the study of near-surface NVs and the effect of surface treatments follow a generalized experimental process: 1) create near-surface NVs, 2) change the surface, 3) analyze the surface chemistry and measure the NV emission. Most of our studies are done with bulk, single-crystal diamonds. The device in chapter 5, however, requires a much thinner diamond, so single-crystal diamond membranes
need to be lifted-off and processed. The materials, instruments, and methods used in all experiments are introduced here.

2.1 Nitrogen-vacancy creation in diamond

Diamonds mined from the earth have many natural color centers, including nitrogen vacancy centers (NVs). For our studies, it is important to have control over the NV density and distance from the surface. Moreover, we want to measure only the near-surface NVs. Thus, we need to start with a substrate that has virtually no detectable luminescent defects. We purchase the highest purity, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grown, (100)-oriented electronic grade diamond (Element6). The concentration of nitrogen and boron are less than 5 ppb and 1 ppb, respectively. No NV luminescence was measured in these purchased diamond plates. NV centers can then be engineered and incorporated by ion implantation of nitrogen or during CVD overgrowth of the diamond.

2.1.1 Ion implantation

![Figure 2.1: Ion implantation method of creating nitrogen-vacancy centers.](image)

Ion implantation is a technique in which high energy ions are accelerated towards
a surface and incorporated into the lattice of the target material. The irradiation displaces a carbon atom from its original lattice position and creates a vacancy and an interstitial defect (Frankel pair) in the diamond lattice. Implanting with nitrogens generates several types of defects: interstitial nitrogen ($N_s$), divacancy ($V_2$), $N_2V$, $N_2$, and NVH.$^{10}$

![Figure 2.2: SRIM model showing ion implantation straggle.](image)

To create near-surface NVs, we implant high-purity diamonds with Nitrogen-14 at 10 keV with varying densities [Fig. 2.1]. The depths of these defects depend on the incident energy of the implanted ions. We can approximate the depths with Stopping Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) software. SRIM models the collisions of the incoming ions with the target material based on a Monte Carlo simulation. A SRIM model of nitrogens implanted into diamond at 10 keV is plotted in figure 2.2, showing an average depths of around 20 nm. The ion dosage is controlled by the concentration of ions / cm$^2$, which affects the density of $N_s$, and eventually the density of NV.

Next, we anneal our diamond at 800°C in vacuum for two hours to allow the vacancies to diffuse and meet with a substitutional nitrogen to create NVs. This an-
nealing step, along with the damage caused by ion implantation, creates a graphitized layer of primarily sp² C-C bonds at the surface of the diamond. Chapter 3 explores the effect of this layer on nearby NVs. A boiling triacid solution is used to remove the graphitic carbon as described in section 2.4.

Ion implantation is one of the most common ways to generate NVs. It is reliable, and many existing businesses offer implantation services with a turnaround time of only a few days. However, there are two major issues with ion implantation: damage and depth variance.

Ion implantations causes damage in the form of vacancies in the lattice and graphitization at the surface. In section 2.3, we take advantage of the sp² bonds to lift off thin membranes of diamond. The same technique does not apply well to our bulk diamond surfaces, creating an excess of vacancies and broken bonds. Chapter 4 discusses NV emission dimming and charge state switching as a result of these vacancies.

Ion implantation can produce NV with a significant variation in depth. According to figure 2.2, at our preferred implantation energy of 10 keV, NVs are most likely to be within 15 - 30 nm, but NVs can also be 5 or 45 nm deep. This is especially an issue in chapter 4, when we slowly etch-remove diamond to bring NVs closer to the surface: it is unclear if the NVs are dimming because of our processing or because we are etching away a significant number of near-surface NVs. We therefore need a sample where the NV layer is more confined and well-defined.
2.1.2 Delta-doped samples

Our collaborators at UCSB, namely K. Ohno, have developed a technique, where NVs are incorporated during the CVD growth of diamond and are confined to depths only a few nanometers apart. This process, called “delta-doping” is described in more detail elsewhere. The sample used in chapter 4 is grown on a purchased bulk, ultra pure diamond (Element6). First 50 ± 20 nm of 12C diamond is grown via plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). The actual growth rate can vary a fair bit, depending on the chamber conditions. Nitrogen is then incorporated during a short growth period by flowing in 10 sccm of N₂. Finally another 50 ± 20 nm of 12C buffer layer is grown on top. Vacancies are created by electron irradiation (10¹² cm⁻² dose at 7 keV). Finally, the sample is annealed at 850°C for 2 hours in H₂/Ar to diffuse vacancies into the N-doped layer. The uncertainty in the diamond growth rate means there is some uncertainty in the actual depth of the NVs from the surface (z = 50 ± 20 nm). However, we know the straggle of the NVs (Δz) is only ± 4 nm. Hence, the NV layer is considered delta-doped. This sample has an estimated NV density of around 3.5 x 10¹⁴ cm⁻³.

2.2 Masking

Masks are used throughout to protect parts of the surface or to create an edge to measure the etch rate of an instrument. A silicon dioxide mask is created by first depositing 300 nm of silicon dioxide with PECVD. Photoresist (Shipley) is spin coated onto the SiO₂ layer and soft-baked at 115°C, and patterned with photolithography.
The pattern is transferred to the silicon dioxide layer by submerging the diamond in a solution of 5:1 buffered oxide etchant (BOE) for one minute and fifteen seconds. The photoresist mask is removed in acetone. Concentrated hydrofluoric acid (HF) is used to ultimately remove the SiO$_2$ mask.

### 2.3 Creating Diamond Membranes

As discussed earlier, ion implantation creates a graphitized, damaged layer. In this section, we take advantage of the damaged layer by using it as a lift-off point to create hundreds of nanometer-thin membranes, which will be used in the photonic devices discussed in chapter 5. More detail of the membrane fabrication and binding process can be found in Lee’s PhD thesis.\[sup\]

A bulk diamond is ion implanted with helium ions at 1 MeV to create a graphitized layer approximately 1.7 µm deep into the substrate [Fig. 2.3b]. Using the old substrate as a homoexpitaxial template, a pristine diamond layer is then overgrown in a CVD set-up by our collaborators in David Awschalom’s or Ania Jayich’s group at UCSB.

**Figure 2.3:** Fabrication of diamond membrane.
These overgrown layers can either consist of only diamond, or can incorporate NVs at engineered depths.

Next, we pattern 400 x 400 $\mu$m squares on the sample with a SiO$_2$ mask and use O$_2$ plasma in a reactive ion etcher (RIE) to etch $\approx 2\mu$m deep [Fig. 2.3d]. We then apply 12 V across the damaged region of the membrane in an aqueous solution to lift-off individual membranes. We bind each membrane (initially $\approx 1.4\mu$m thick) by pressing the membrane onto a silicon wafer with freshly spun poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). The membrane is then baked into the PMMA layer at 180$^\circ$C for 5 min, such that the membrane lies flat and is fixed into position. A combination of Ar/Cl$_2$ and O$_2$ plasma is used to etch off the damaged region created by the helium ion implantation. The etch step is important because the damaged region has a broadband luminescent background and results in unstable NVs. The final result is a thin layer of diamond $\approx 200$ nm thick, without any evidence of the damage caused by ion implantation.

2.4 Surface treatments

Various techniques are used to either change the surface termination, to etch-remove the diamond material, or to simply clean the surface. This section briefly introduces these techniques.

2.4.1 Wet chemistry

The chemical termination of the diamond as discussed in section 1.1.1 is not affected by wet chemistry. The only exception is a high temperature solution of nitric, sulfuric,
and perchloric acid, which is used to both remove graphitic carbon at the surface and to oxygen-terminate the surface. In this process, we submerge the diamond in 1:1:1 HNO₃:H₂SO₄:HClO₄ within a round bottom flask. The flask sits on a heated sand bath and is attached to a condenser, cooled by 15°C water. The triacid solution is heated to its boiling point for two hours. We believe that the triacid clean may also etch the diamond, albeit very slowly. The exact rate is unknown because it also etches through most mask materials we might use to determine the rate.

To remove organic contaminates from the surface of diamond, a pirhana clean, 3:1 H₂SO₄:H₂O₂, is used. Pirhana does not always reliably oxygen-terminate the surface. Solvent cleans (e.g., acetone and isopropanol) and HF are also used to clean the surface, but were found to not affect the surface chemistry.

2.4.2 Plasma treatments

Plasma etching is used throughout both to change the surface termination and to etch the surface. Three main types of plasma etching systems are used: an inductively-coupled reactive ion etcher (ICP RIE) (Unaxis Shuttleline or STS); barrel reactor (Technics); and downstream etcher (YES or Matrix). An introduction to plasma reactors can be found in chapter 4.

The ICP RIE system creates a high-density plasma and applies a DC bias to accelerate the charged ions towards the surface. The chuck on which the sample sits is cooled to room temperature. The process conditions are listed below in table 2.1. Processes #1-2 are used to etch hundreds of nanometers of diamond. Processes #3-5 have been optimized to have low bias voltages and etch rates.
Table 2.1: ICP RIE processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Flow rate</th>
<th>Pressure</th>
<th>Chuck bias</th>
<th>Plasma power</th>
<th>Diamond etch rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>O₂</td>
<td>20 sccm</td>
<td>10 mT</td>
<td>210 V</td>
<td>600 W</td>
<td>160 nm/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ar/Cl₂</td>
<td>40/25 sccm</td>
<td>5 mT</td>
<td>280 V</td>
<td>500 W</td>
<td>100 nm/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>O₂</td>
<td>20 sccm</td>
<td>10 mT</td>
<td>50 V</td>
<td>600 W</td>
<td>8 nm/30 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>H₂</td>
<td>30 sccm</td>
<td>3 mT</td>
<td>60-100 V</td>
<td>600 W</td>
<td>1 nm/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SF₆</td>
<td>20 sccm</td>
<td>3 mT</td>
<td>5-30 V</td>
<td>600 W</td>
<td>&lt;1 nm/min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Technics Micro-stripper 220 is a table-top RF plasma reactor with multiple gas supplies. The discharge to create the plasma is formed isotropically around the sample between rods that run along the length of the chamber. No bias voltage is applied.

Table 2.2: Technics Microstripper processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Flow rate</th>
<th>Base pressure</th>
<th>Plasma power</th>
<th>Diamond etch rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O₂</td>
<td>25 sccm</td>
<td>380 mT</td>
<td>200 W</td>
<td>0.1 nm/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF₆</td>
<td>56 sccm</td>
<td>230 mT</td>
<td>200 W</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, in a downstream system, the plasma is generated in a separate chamber from that which houses the sample. These reactors are used to slowly etch diamond or change the surface termination.

Table 2.3: Downstream processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Flow rate</th>
<th>Pressure</th>
<th>Chuck temp.</th>
<th>Plasma power</th>
<th>Diamond etch rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YES G1000</td>
<td>SF₆</td>
<td>20 sccm</td>
<td>75 mT</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>200 W</td>
<td>1 nm/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix 105</td>
<td>O₂</td>
<td>240 sccm</td>
<td>1.2 Torr</td>
<td>150°C</td>
<td>500 W</td>
<td>0.1 nm/min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5 **Surface Chemistry Characterization**

The surface termination and chemistry is studied with x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS is a well-established technique in ultra-high vacuum that quantitatively probes the chemical composition within approximately the first 10 nm of a material surface. X-ray photons, generally from an Aluminum source, are directed onto the sample, where they excite and eject core electrons in the material. The spot size of our XPS instrument (Thermo Scientific K-alpha) ranges from 35 - 400 µm in diameter. Depending on the material and its crystal structure, the excited electron can travel a short distance, also known as the “inelastic mean-free path” (λ), before losing energy as it travels through the solid. The probability of the electron being ejected from the surface and reaching the detector falls off exponentially with distance from surface (d): \( I = \exp(-d/\lambda) \), where \( I \) is the measured intensity [Fig. 2.4a]. This means 95% of the signal comes from the top \( 3\lambda \) of the surface. For diamond, \( \lambda \) has been calculated to be around 2 nm,\(^{80} \) meaning our XPS signal reflects the chemistry within the top 6 nm of the surface.

To probe distances less than 6 nm of the surface, the sample can also be tilted such that the electrons are detected at an angle from the surface. The intensity is \( I = \exp(-d/\lambda \cos \theta) \), where \( \theta \) is the grazing angle [Fig. 2.4b]. This means, the more the sample stage is tilted, the shallower the probing depth. At 60°, the signal comes from primarily the top 3 nm of the surface.

The kinetic energy of the electrons is measured at the detector, and is converted to the reported binding energy. The binding energy depends on the core level the
electron originated from (s, p, d, etc) and the local chemical environment. Higher electronegative neighbors of the original atom increases the binding energy. For instance, a 2p electron pure Si will have a lower binding energy than a 2p electron from a Si bound directly to fluorine.

A common problem with XPS is charging of the substrate, which results after electrons are ejected, leaving the surface positively charged. The layer of positive charge lowers the kinetic energy of subsequently emitted electrons, and thereby changes the spectrum considerably. Since diamond is an insulating substrate, this is a particularly relevant issue. The solution is to use a flood gun of low voltage electrons to neutralize the charging effect. All XPS spectra shown in this thesis are taken with the flood gun activated.

Two types of XPS data are shown in subsequent chapters: a survey and a high resolution scan. A survey scan shows peaks corresponding to various elements, and
the integration of those peaks gives rise to the concentration of elements at the surface. A high resolution scan around one peak (e.g. C 1s) often reveals multiple peaks, which provide insight to the chemical state of the element (e.g. C-O or C-C). The fitting is done in CasaXPS, using a mixed gaussian-lorentzian lineshape for each peak.

2.6 Optical characterizations

All NV photoluminescence spectra were taken in a confocal set-up, either a commercially available Raman microscope (Horiba Jobin-Yvonne) or a home-built confocal set-up [Fig. 2.5]. A 532 nm continuous wave (CW) diode laser is used in both cases as an excitation source with around 1 mW power. The luminescence is collected normal from the surface with an objective with a high numerical aperture (NA = 0.9) and high magnification (100x) onto a cooled spectrometer.

In the home-built set-up (Fig 2.5), the sample sits on a piezo-controlled stage. The system is fiber-coupled, and the collected light, after being filtered through a 550 nm long pass, can be sent either to a spectrometer or to an avalanche photodiode (APD) for photon counting. Finally, the set-up is equipped with a continuous flow cryostat that cools the sample down to either 77 K with liquid Nitrogen or 4K with liquid Helium.

2.6.1 Optical analysis

Most of our measurements of ensemble NVs are carried out at room temperature. To gauge the health and stability of our NVs, we use the intensity of the NV\(^0\) and NV\(^-\) zero-phonon lines (ZPLs). We subtract away the background, because the NV\(^0\) and
Figure 2.5: Home-built confocal photoluminescence set-up
Figure 2.6: Analysis of NV0 and NV- ZPL at a) room temperature and b) 77 Kelvin. a) The red curves are the curves over which we integrate to find relative NV- and NV0 populations. The red curve arises from subtracting a fitted linear background (dotted line) from the original spectrum (black curve)

NV− vibrational bands overlap, which makes the absolute peak intensity an inaccurate depiction of the relative NV0 and NV− populations. The resulting background-corrected peaks [Fig. 2.6a] are then integrated. At room temperature, because of the overlap between the NV0 ZPL and the Raman line, only a fraction of the NV0 peak is integrated. Our NV−/NV0 ratios are therefore not intended to be an absolute ratio of the charge concentration. We always use the same sample and average over many points, such that we draw conclusions only from significant changes in the NV−/NV0 ratio.

At 77 K or lower temperatures, the ZPL peaks sharpen and the background is lower due to suppressed phonon side bands. This separates the NV0 peak from the Raman peak, which leads to a more accurate measurement of the NV−/NV0 ratio.
Chapter 1 introduced some of the key chemical terminations and their diamond surface structures. In this chapter, we explore the effects of chemical terminations on nearby NV emission. Near-surface NVs are notoriously unstable. Specifically, these NVs are prone to photoblinking, where the fluorescence suddenly disappears and reappears, and bleaching, when a prolonged exposure to laser light causes the NV
fluorescence to permanently disappear. We treat surfaces with different plasmas to achieve different terminations in search of a surface that maximizes the ratio of NV\(^-\) centers over NV\(^0\). We also utilize x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to gain an understanding of the chemical composition of the surface.

3.1 Hydrogen- and Oxygen-terminated surfaces

In section 1.3, we learned that a hydrogen-terminated surface leads to negative electron affinity and surface conductivity. As a consequence of the upward band-bending, a result of electron transfer to adsorbed water states, the Fermi level is shifted below the NV\(^-\) ground state level. This results in ionizing NV\(^-\) centers to its neutral charge with the top 30 nm of the surface.\(^{63}\) Hence hydrogen-terminated diamonds always have a high NV\(^0\) population in shallow NVs\(^{25,20,21}\) [Fig. 3.1]. By applying a gate voltage across a hydrogen-terminated diamond, and the position of the Fermi
level can be shifted, and the ratio of NV−/NV0 populations can be controlled.\(^\text{21}\) However, this method relies on having a hydrogen-terminated surface, and assumes that there are no defects on the surface that pins the Fermi level. An oxygen-terminated surface, on the other hand, result in a primarily NV− rich population, as the Fermi level generally remains above the NV− energy level [Fig. 1.3].

### 3.2 Graphitization at surface

Hydrogen-termination is not the only way to ionize near-surface NV− centers. Graphitization, a process where sp\(^3\) carbon bonds are broken and reform into sp\(^2\) carbons at the surface, also acts as surface acceptor. When the concentration of sp\(^2\) carbons is high, such as after a high-temperature anneal at 800°C in vacuum, an XPS scan of the carbon peak will be highly asymmetric and show a significant sp\(^2\) C-C peak at \(\approx 284\) eV [Fig. 3.2a]. The depletion of electrons near the surface results in a high population of shallow NV0 centers, resulting in a PL spectrum very similar to a hydrogen-terminated surface [Fig. 3.2b]. The graphitized layer is most efficiently removed in a boiling triacid etch, which also oxygen-terminates the surface, converting the shallow NVs to mostly NV− [Fig. 3.2b].

### 3.3 Fluorine-termination and its effect on NV charge

Unsurprisingly, oxygen-termination is currently the state-of-the-art surface termination for diamond. However, as discussed in chapter 1, there are many different chemical variations of oxygen-terminations, each with its own surface states and electron affinities. In particular, terminating with an alcohol group leads to a negative electron
Figure 3.2: Surface graphitization is formed from annealing at 800°C, as seen in (a) XPS C 1s peak, and (b) its effect on near-surface NV emission.

affinity, similar to hydrogen-termination.\textsuperscript{76,33} Furthermore, other chemical terminations to further increase the NV\textsuperscript{−} population have not been thoroughly investigated.

Due to the high electronegativity of fluorine, the C-F bond is more polar than the C-O bond. \textit{Ab initio} calculations of fluorinated diamonds show a stable and full coverage of fluorine, as well as a high electron affinity.\textsuperscript{81} Recently, the fluorinated diamond electron affinity has been measured experimentally to be 2.56 eV, about 0.43 eV higher than for the oxygen-terminated surface.\textsuperscript{67} Various methods have been reported in the literature for fluorine-terminating diamond surfaces, including exposure to XeF\textsubscript{2} gas,\textsuperscript{67,19} CF\textsubscript{4} plasma,\textsuperscript{12} and CHF\textsubscript{3} plasma.\textsuperscript{65} In this section, we fluorine-terminate with two methods: exposure to CF\textsubscript{4} and SF\textsubscript{6} plasmas. Prior work on diamond fluorination has been confined to surface chemistry, whereas this work studies the effect of surface fluorination on the charge states of NV centers in bulk diamond.

Our studies on the effect of surface termination explore the changes on NV charge...
ratio \( [\text{NV}^-/(\text{NV}^0+\text{NV}^-)] \), which is determined through measurements of NV luminescence. As discussed in chapter 2, the relative probability for the NV center to be in the NV\(^-\) state is estimated by analyzing the NV\(^0\) and NV\(^-\) zero-phonon lines (ZPLs). Throughout the process, there was no change in overall NV intensity, only in the ratio of NV\(^-\) and NV\(^0\) peaks. While a small fraction of the PL signal can be attributed to intrinsic, deep sub-surface NVs, those intrinsic NVs are equally distributed through the sample and any differences in the NV ratio due to the deeper NVs should accounted for in the standard deviation.

### 3.3.1 CF\(_4\) Plasma

Experiments were conducted on electronic grade, CVD-grown, (100)-oriented electronic grade diamond (Element6). Diamonds were first implanted with \(^{14}\text{N}\) at 10 keV at \(10^{12}\) ions/cm\(^2\) (CORE Systems) and then annealed in vacuum at 800°C for 2 hours to create NVs approximately 15nm \(\pm 5\)nm deep. Prior to fluorine-treatment, a photoresist mask (Shipley series) was deposited on half of the sample to protect the oxygen-termination. Fluorine-treatment was carried out in a Technics RF plasma reactor at 25 sccm CF\(_4\) flow rate, 150 W plasma power, and 300 mTorr chamber pressure for 5 minutes. In all cases of plasma-treated surfaces, care was taken to avoid etching or otherwise damaging the surface by choosing plasma treatments with little or no bias voltages and minimizing the interaction time with the plasma. XPS was used to confirm that the process of depositing the photoresist mask and removing the mask with acetone and isopropanol did not affect surface chemistry.

The photoelectron spectra of the masked and CF\(_4\) plasma-treated half of the same
Figure 3.3: XPS survey and C 1s high resolution peak of the CF$_4$ plasma treated and masked surface.
sample is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The survey spectrum (left) reveals 8.5% oxygen and 91.5% carbon concentration on the masked side, whereas the side exposed to CF$_4$ shows 7.1% fluorine, 2.0% oxygen, and 90.9% carbon composition. The difference in surface chemistry between the two sides of the sample is further highlighted in the high resolution scan of the C 1s core electrons and its deconvoluted peaks. Due to the insulating nature of diamond, charging on the surface can shift the detected binding energy of electrons, even under a neutralizing electron gun. To mitigate this issue of surface charging induced peak shifts, the spectrum is calibrated by aligning the sp$^3$ C-C peak to the known literature value of 285 eV.$^{86}$ The calibration is applied to all peaks, such that the relative position of peaks are not affected. The spectrum of the masked side of the sample is calibrated by aligning the main peak to the reported value of sp$^3$ C-C bond, shifting the spectrum from the measured peak at 286 eV to 285 eV. A graphitic sp$^2$ carbon peak is visible at 283.6 eV. Two types of oxidized carbon peaks are visible at 286.3 and 287.7 eV, corresponding to C-O and C=O, respectively, evidence that the masked region is oxygen-terminated. In contrast to the oxygen-terminated side, the main peak on the unmasked side cannot be calibrated to the bulk diamond lattice, since the lowest binding energy peak is 2 eV lower than the main peak and the sp$^2$ C-C bond has only been reported to be between 0.6-1.5 eV lower than the sp$^3$ C-C.$^{65}$ The peak with lowest binding energy has been calibrated from the measured 285.4 eV to the reported 285 eV value. The main peak at 286.9 eV mostly likely reflects a C-CF bond$^{13,84}$ and the peaks at 288.5 eV and 290.3 eV (better seen in inset) correspond well to C-F and C-F$_2$ literature values.$^{84,1}$ The high concentration of C-CF bonds and the presence of C-F$_2$ suggests
some fluorocarbon deposition from the CF$_4$ plasma, which also has been reported previously in literature.\textsuperscript{13}

Figure 3.4: NV photoluminescence of oxygen- and fluorine-terminated surfaces

We tilted the stage in the XPS to vary the depth of detected electrons (see chapter 2 for the quantitative values). At higher tilt angles, as expected, the survey scan showed the fluorine signal increased in relation to carbon. In the high resolution scan of the carbon peak, we observe that the main peak shifts to higher binding energies at higher tilt angles [Fig. 3.5]. We believe this due to a polymerized fluorocarbon layer at the surface, and the primary carbon component is bound to an increasingly larger number of fluorines. At 60 degree stage tilt, the highest intensity peak is pure C-F, and the smaller side peaks with higher binding energies correspond to C-F$_2$ and C-F$_3$. Since at 60 degrees we are probing the top 3 nm of the surface, and the sp\textsuperscript{3} C-C peak has completely disappeared, we estimate the polymerized fluorocarbon layer to be about 3 nm thick.

To measure the effect of surface termination on NV emission, we measured the PL
Figure 3.5: High resolution C 1s XPS taken of a CF$_4$ plasma treated sample at tilt angles from 0 to 60 degrees.

Figure 3.6: (a) NV$^-$ ratio for various surface terminations. (b) NV$^-$ ratio stability over time
before and after treatments [Fig. 3.4]. We started with a boiling triacid-cleaned and oxygen-terminated surface, where PL was taken at multiple points over the whole sample. PL of an oxygen-terminated sample is shown in Figure 3.4. Error bars here represent standard deviations in the calculated ratio between three to nine spots on the sample. After masking and treating with CF$_4$ plasma, a relative increase of NV$^-$ was observed on the fluorine-terminated side [Fig. 3.6]. The fluorine-terminated side remained stable after exposure to air for ten days, whereas the NV$^-$ ratio on the oxygen-terminated side was further degraded. The lack of stability of the oxygen-terminated surface is not fully understood and further investigation is required. However, we do note that oxygen-termination is a mixed chemical state on the surface and can exist as hydroxyl groups, ethers, ketones, or carboxylic acids. Consequently, the oxidation state and the oxygen coverage can change upon reaction with moisture in air, which changes the surface energy, thereby destabilizing nearby NVs. The thin polymerized fluorocarbon layer on the CF$_4$ treated side, however, can protect the surface against oxidation and other surface degradations. Contact angle measurements also show that the fluorinated surface is more hydrophobic than the oxygenated surface [Fig. 3.7]. We were able to return the whole sample to its oxygen-terminated state by first annealing at 300°C in air to remove the fluorocarbon layer, then treating with boiling triacid. The NV$^-$/ (NV$^0$ + NV$^-$) ratio on both sides of the sample converged to approximately the initial value [Fig.3.6].

We compared the effect of hydrogen-, oxygen-, and fluorine-termination without a photoresist mask with a different diamond sample, implanted with $^{14}$N under the same conditions. The sample was first hydrogen-terminated in a H$_2$ plasma by flowing
400 sccm of H\(_2\) in a CVD reactor at 60 torr pressure with a 700 W plasma power for 3 minutes. Next, oxygen-termination was achieved with the boiling triacid clean, and finally the sample was fluorine-terminated with CF\(_4\) plasma. Between each step, we measured PL at several spots and compared the NV\(^-\) and NV\(^0\) signals. Our experimental results indicate more electronegative terminations lead to higher relative NV\(^-\) concentration [Fig. 3.6]. Fluorine-termination could induce a downward band-bending,\(^{67}\) and the strength of the surface dipole can play a significant role in electron density at the surface, thus increasing the relative NV\(^-\) signal. Additionally, it is important for the surface termination to have good coverage, since dangling bonds can be electron traps. Previous theoretical calculations show fluorine adsorption energy remains low for all coverages, meaning it is possible to have a full monolayer of F on a diamond (100) surface, whereas full and stable coverage is less likely for other terminations, such as Cl.\(^{81}\) While this is theoretically possible, we do not know the degree of coverage of fluorine in our samples.
3.3.2 $SF_6$ Plasma

It is unclear if the NV stability and increased NV$^-$ signal is due to the fluorocarbon layer or the fluorine-termination at the surface. To avoid the formation of a polymer, we treated the surface with $SF_6$ plasma instead of CF$_4$. We used a diamond, again with implanted ensemble NVs $\approx 15$ nm deep. Half of the sample was masked with photoresist before exposing the diamond to a $SF_6$ plasma downstream for 2 min. Detailed conditions for the process are found in Table 2.3.

After the $SF_6$ plasma treatment, we first analyzed the surface chemistry with XPS [Fig. 3.8]. A survey scan found the surface was comprised of 87% carbon, 4% oxygen, and 9% fluorine, a higher concentration of oxygen than the CF$_4$ plasma treated sample. A high resolution scan of the C 1s peak confirmed that there was a greater percentage of C-O bonds than was true for the CF$_4$ plasma treated surface [Fig. 3.8b]. However, covalent carbon-fluorine binding is also evident from the C-F$_x$ peaks around 290 eV. When the sample was tilted, no shift was seen in the main peak [Fig. 3.8b]. The only consequence of probing a more shallow region of the surface was higher ratios of C-F, C-O, and sp$^2$ C-C. This indicates that all those species are bound to the surface, and that the diamond sp$^3$ C-C lattice makes up the majority of the carbon signal.

Next, photoluminescence measurements in our home-built set-up [fig 2.5] were used to elucidate any changes in the NV charge ratio. As mentioned in section 2.6.1, photoluminescence taken at 77 K results in sharper ZPLs and a lower background due to suppressed vibrational bands. In particular, the NV$^0$ peak is more easily distinguished from the Raman line (c.f. Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.9a), which gives a more
Figure 3.8: XPS of sample exposed to SF\textsubscript{6} plasma downstream. (a) Survey scan, showing 87% carbon, 4% oxygen, and 9% fluorine. (b) High resolution carbon XPS taken of a SF\textsubscript{6} at sample tilt angles from 0 to 60 degrees.

An accurate estimate of the NV ratio. After the sample was cooled to 77 K, measurements were made at eight points over a 1×1 mm area of the masked and SF\textsubscript{6} treated sides. The NV\textsuperscript{−} ratio [Fig. 3.9b] is calculated from the photon counts at the ZPL peaks, and the standard deviation represents the variation over the eight points. We found no difference in the NV charge ratio between the oxygen- and fluorine-terminated sides of the sample. Next, we cleaned the sample with boiling triacid to oxygen-terminate both sides of the sample again. The NV\textsuperscript{−} ratio seemed to decrease, but this could be due to errors in the PL set-up. The spectra were taken a week apart from each other, and small changes in the optical set-up resulted in PL signals an order of magnitude dimmer than was true for the original spectra.

To decrease the oxygen concentration at the surface, we tried other ways of fluorine-termination. Samples were exposed to XeF\textsubscript{2} gas, a gas which decomposes readily when in contact with water vapor and is used to etch silicon. Unfortunately, XPS did not show any covalent bonds between the diamond and fluorine after the
sample was rinsed in solvent. Other non-silicon reactions with XeF₂ required elevated temperatures. We did successfully fluorine-terminate the diamond with SF₆ plasma in an isotropic etcher (process conditions in Table 2.2). However, XPS revealed a surface very similar to that produced by the downstream etcher, also with high oxygen concentrations. Preliminary room temperature measurements indicated no improvements in NV⁻ ratio through this process. Higher fluorine coverage was achieved with SF₆ plasma in an inductively-couple reactive ion etcher. XPS survey scans showed only 1% oxygen, similar to the CF₄ plasma treated sample. However, as will be discussed in chapter 4, this process, despite a minimal etching removal of the diamond, led to significantly dimmer NV emission. We believe this to be evidence of damage of the SF₆ on the nearby NVs.

It is still possible that the higher dipole moment at the surface due to C-F bonds increases the concentration of NV⁻, but the difference is masked by the high con-
centration of C-O bonds at the surface. It seems a mix of oxygen- and fluorine-termination does not result in any discernible effects on NV charge states. More work needs to be done to better fluorinate the surface. From the current preliminary data we have on SF₆ treated surfaces, we believe the NV stabilization and the increase in NV charge state seen on the CF₄ plasma treated surfaces was due to the fluorocarbon polymer at the surface.

3.3.3 Fluorine-termination on other NV properties

We were interested to see if fluorine-termination affected any other NV properties besides the charge ratio. We used a sample also implanted at 10 keV but with a lower density of 10¹⁰ ions/cm². At this density, we expected to observe some isolated, single NVs. As before, we masked the sample with photoresist, and exposed the sample to 1 min of CF₄ plasma. We then removed the photoresist to expose a half oxygen-terminated and half fluorine-terminated surface.

First, we looked to see if the ZPL linewidth was affected by the surface fluorination. Linewidth broadening can be due to spectral diffusion, a sign of charge switching in NVs. Our collaborators, L. Bassett at UCSB, measured the NV⁻ ZPL linewidth with on-resonance excitation of 637 nm at 4K, identifying 10 individual NVs on the oxygen-terminated side and 8 on the fluorine-terminated side. The linewidths measured of these implanted, near-surface were in the 10s of GHz, expected for near-surface implanted NVs. Unfortunately, there was a large deviation of measured linewidths throughout the sample. No difference between the linewidths of the oxygen- and fluorine-terminated sides were observed within the variations of linewidths measured.
Next, we compared the T\textsubscript{2} spin decoherence lifetime between the two sides of the same sample. Near-surface NV spin lifetime is often shortened by a bath of surface electron spins, and we were interested in the effect of the deposited polymer. Our collaborators in D. Rugar’s group at IBM measured the T\textsubscript{2} lifetime, and also found a large variation, ranging from a few microseconds to 100s of microseconds. We believe the deviation was again due to the straggle in NV depths. The spread in T\textsubscript{2} lifetimes made elucidating any effect on the NVs difficult. There has been another report, noting no difference in the T\textsubscript{2} lifetime between oxygen- and fluorine-termination on NVs in a 5 nm thin layer diamond film.\textsuperscript{57}

Since our initial publication, two other groups have also reported an increase in NV\textsuperscript{−} signal following CF\textsubscript{4} treatment.\textsuperscript{57,59} Ohashi reported that 30\% of the 2-5 nm deep NVs measured on the fluorine-terminated sample bleached out after extended exposure to laser illumination.\textsuperscript{57} Such bleaching was not evident in either oxygen- or hydrogen-terminated surfaces. This could be explained by a model that found localized acceptor states close to the conduction band in fully fluorinated diamonds.\textsuperscript{33} On the contrary, Osterkamp reported that CF\textsubscript{4} plasma caused the 3 nm deep NVs to stop blinking.\textsuperscript{59} The discrepancy between reported results so far could be due to differences in the fluorine-coverage at the surface and the details of their fluorination process.

3.4 Summary

There are two well-known and characterized surface acceptors: adsorbed water layers on a hydrogen-terminated surface and sp\textsuperscript{2} carbons. These acceptors result in surface
band bending and ionize nearby NVs to its neutral charge. To combat this, oxygen termination is used to induce a higher concentration of NV$^-$ centers. Consequently, oxygen termination is considered as an ideal surface. However, we have shown here that prolonged contact to air could result in a decrease in NV$^-$ population. A key issue with oxygen termination is the various possible chemical bonds between carbon and oxygen. Future work could involve an in-depth study of the relative concentration of different oxidation states. It would be particularly insightful to understand how the oxygen coverage and chemical states vary when oxygen-termination achieved through acid clean, oxygen plasma, and low temperature anneal in oxygen gas.

A fluorine-terminated surface was proposed and shown to lead to higher concentrations of NV$^-$ centers. The highest concentration of fluorine at the surface has resulted from a short exposure to CF$_4$ plasma, which forms a polymeric fluorocarbon layer at the surface that protects nearby NVs. No significant changes in the NV linewidth or spin decoherence have been seen yet, likely due to the large scatter in their values.

To better understand how near-surface NVs are affected by fluorine-termination, we want to ideally follow single NVs at a uniform distance from the surface. Furthermore, a higher coverage of fluorine, without the formation of fluorocarbon polymer, would allow us to better understand the effect from only the fluorinated modification of the surface. This could be achieved by exposing a heated or otherwise activated diamond surface to XeF$_2$ gas.

Stabilizing near-surface NVs is one of the biggest obstacles in current NV applications. Our results here raise questions about the existing state-of-the-art surface.
Furthermore, the demonstrated plasma treatments may become a relevant tool for depositing films on the diamond surface for spin-coupling.
Plasma induced damage

Diamond is a hard and inert material, and can only be shaped through dry etching. Most commonly, diamond is etched in an inductively-coupled reactive ion etcher, which involves high energy ions physically sputtering away diamond. From studies in other materials, such as Si and GaAs, we know sub-surface damage occurs during these processes. Characterization and minimizing the damage caused by dry etching
is an important part of diamond device fabrication for all applications. In particular, we want a reliable way of bringing NVs to <2 nm from the surface for better sensing of external spins. At those depths, NV creation, whether through CVD incorporation or ion implantation, have very low conversion efficiencies,\textsuperscript{64,58} which results in an excess of unnecessary defects. Thus, we want to start with NVs a bit deeper from the surface, and then bring them closer to the surface through a measured, reliable, and non-damaging method. However, a primary obstacle of near-surface NVs is their sensitivity, and that they can be easily dimmed or annihilated through damaging processes such as plasma etching.

Previously, the only method proposed for short etches in diamond that minimizes damage is through slow oxidative etching by annealing to 600°C in air.\textsuperscript{44} While this method is very promising, an exact etch rate is very difficult to extract. The etch rate varies greatly depending on small changes in the temperature. The position of the diamond in a tube furnace set at the same temperature can result in a drastically different etch rate. Moreover, masking and patterning the sample is unfeasible. Dry etching is thus still the preferred method for removing diamond.

In this chapter, we study NV emission and diamond surface chemistry to characterize plasma damage. We explore the effect of different gases (H\textsubscript{2}, O\textsubscript{2}, Cl\textsubscript{2}, SF\textsubscript{6}) and etch systems on NV luminescence. We also explore inherent the effect of bringing an NV closer to the surface.
4.1 Brief Introduction to Plasma Etching

4.1.1 Plasma Reactors

Reactive ion etchers can be classified in various ways. In this work, we will be primarily considering three kinds of etchers: reactive ion etcher (RIE), barrel reactor, and downstream etcher [Fig. 4.1].

![Figure 4.1: Three types of dry etching systems](image)

In all plasma etching systems, a chemically active plasma needs to first be generated, usually by applying a strong time-varying radio frequency (RF) electromagnetic field at 13.56 MHz to a chamber of gas molecules. In an inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etcher (ICP RIE), this energy is delivered inductively through a coil wrapped around the chamber. The RF field strips the gas molecules of their electrons, creating high energy ions and radicals. These reactive species attack and react with the surface of the material, creating stable compounds that leave the surface and get pumped away. In a typical RIE system, there is a natural or enhanced large voltage difference between the plasma and the grounded wafer, which accelerates the charged ions towards the surface. The increase in kinetic energy, which results in physical sputtering of the material in addition to the chemical reaction, leads to
anisotropic etches with straight side walls.

In the barrel reactor, the plasma is generated around the wafer, and the reactive species diffuse in through the perforated metal. The barrel reactor therefore has no DC bias. It is a less damaging method, and is generally used for stripping resist, where the isotropic nature and slow etch rates are not an issue. Even in a barrel reactor, however, highly sensitive devices can suffer. There is UV radiation from the generated plasma, which break chemical bonds and have been known to cause damage in semiconductor fabrication. Furthermore, since the ions and radicals are still highly energetic, physical sputtering still accounts for some of the etching.

One of the gentlest ways of etching is in a downstream mode, where the plasma is formed in a separate chamber from the wafer. The most reactive and energetic ions and radicals collide with the walls. By the time the ions reach the wafer, no physical bombardment occurs, only slow, isotropic, chemical etching is observed. In such a system, the wafer is often heated to speed up the chemical reaction at the surface. In all systems, there are several additional important factors that can greatly affect etch conditions, including plasma density, RF power, and chamber pressure.

4.1.2 Plasma damage

Plasma damage has been mostly studied in common semiconductor materials, such as Si and GaAs. The damage reported comes primarily from the flux of high energy ions bombarding the surface. In RIE, the projected range of ion implantation in the substrate depends strongly on the bias voltage, and generally extends no more than 2 nm. Ion diffusion however can result in modifications to the material 50 nm from
the surface.\textsuperscript{55}

One relevant study observed luminescence of GaAs quantum wells (QWs) 30, 60, 90, and 446 nm from the surface as a function of etch times and bias voltages.\textsuperscript{85} After etching in Ar with 500 V bias, they found the cathodoluminescence (CL) of QWs dimmed significantly. The majority of the damage occurred within the first 60 nm of the surface, but damage was propagated past 90 nm, which can be attributed to ion channeling. A lower bias voltage (350 V) resulted in less dimming of QW CL, and is thus considered less damaging. It was also found that a long sputtering time does not result in damage penetrating any deeper into the sample, but the damage became more pronounced. They suggested that reactive ion etching creates non-radiative deep-level defects.

Plasma damage in diamond and their effect on NVs has not been extensively studied. A recent study showed that a 20 second exposure to O\textsubscript{2} in ICP RIE (calibrated to etch remove 10 nm of diamond) resulted in the complete disappearance of NVs 20 nm deep.\textsuperscript{35} After 2 hours of vacuum anneal at 800°C, they generated new NVs with a higher density than before. They proposed that the short etch generated additional vacancies at shallow depths, which upon annealing, formed new NV centers with other interstitial NVs created from implantation.

Nitrogen-vacancy centers, especially near the surface, are known to be extremely sensitive to the environment. Therefore, they act as a great test-bed for plasma damage. Many of our experiments involved very slowly etching diamond and measuring the effect on nearby NVs.
4.2 Damage from H₂ Plasma Etching

We first tested the result of hydrogen plasma etching on our near surface NVs because it has been found to help smooth the (100) surface and remove graphitic phases. Our process gave us etch rate of 1 nm / min, which is slow enough to methodically bring NVs closer to the surface. We minimized the damage by maintaining the bias power below 100 V and by cooling the back side of the sample in the reaction (see profess #1 in table 2.1 for additional details).

We used a sample with ensemble NVs delta-doped 50 ± 20 nm from the surface, and protected regions of it by masking with photoresist. To our surprise, after etching about 1 nm of diamond from the surface, the NV signal completely disappeared [Fig. 4.2]. We oxygen-terminated the sample in a barrel reactor with O₂ plasma and still found no NVs. Regions masked by the photoresist showed no change in NV luminescence. Annealing the sample in O₂ up to 465° for a few hours also did not revive the photoluminescence signal.

It is known in literature that due to its small size, hydrogen atoms diffuse easily and deeply through the lattice. Doped silicon has been shown to lose its conductivity due to hydrogen passivation of acceptors. In diamond, the diffusion constant was estimated to be (0.6 ± 0.3) × 10^{-8} cm²/s. Reduced fluorescence was seen for NVs greater than 80µm deep after 8 min exposure of 1.5kW hydrogen plasma at >700°C. The group was also unable to recover NV emission through oxygen treatments or annealing up to 1100°C. It is believed that the diffused hydrogen can be trapped by NVs to form NVH centers, and other groups have reported the NVH complex is stable.
We have shown that NVs are irreparably damaged despite being exposed to milder conditions than previous reported and after only 1 nm of etching. Hydrogen plasma etching is thus not recommended for near-surface NVs.

4.3 O2 plasma damage: Single NV study

Oxygen is the most commonly used gas for diamond fabrication. Etching in oxygen plasma, like hydrogen, relies partially on chemical reactivity, which results in higher etch rates. In addition, the resulting surface is oxygen-terminated, which is favorable for NVs. For these reasons, oxygen plasma is considered to be least damaging.

To test for damage caused by oxygen plasma, we counted the number of single NVs before and after exposing to oxygen plasma in a barrel reactor. The optical measurements were taken by A. Greenspon. We used a sample that was implanted
with nitrogen at 10 keV at $10^{10}$ ions/cm$^2$ density, yielding us mostly single NVs, which was confirmed with antibunching measurements. A scan with an avalanche diode photodetector (APD) [Fig. 4.3a] shows isolated NVs.

![Figure 4.3: Counts of photoluminescence of the same 5 x 5 µm region before, after boiling triacid clean followed by oxygen anneal at 465°C, and after an etch. Scan images courtesy of A. Greenspon.](image)

We etched a few markers into our sample to ensure we can compare the same regions before and after the etch. This process was carried out by A. Greenspon. We used a direct write lithography system (Heidelberg Instruments) to pattern a grid of triangular openings ($2 \times 3$ µm), $15 \times 15$ µm apart. The mask material was SiO$_2$. We then etched the triangle shapes approximately 30 nm deep, such that the pattern was visible under the microscope. We chose this method of permanently marking our sample instead of depositing a mask, such that the markers would not be removed during our processing.

We took 35 $5 \times 5$ µm APD scans to get a statistical count of NVs. Next we cleaned the sample in boiling triacid and annealed it at 465°C. Comparing a photon count scan of the same areas $5 \times 5$ µm area before and after the clean [Fig. 4.3a and b], we did not see any change in NV density in our APD scans [Fig. 4.3b]. This
was consistent with our ensemble NV measurements, where we do not see a higher count in the NV ZPL. We noticed that the background had brighter regions before the clean, likely due to organic contamination on the surface that fluoresces or due to particles backscattering the incident laser.

Next we etched the diamond in a barrel reactor for 10 min (see table 2.2 for details), which results in a 8 - 10 nm etch depth. After going back to the same regions and scanning the areas again, we found that only 25% of the total NVs survived. In figure 4.3c, for instance, we can see that only 3 out of 8 of the NVs remain. Some scan regions had no surviving NVs. We also noted that the background count level was higher, likely because the surface roughened in the process. As discussed later, etching in the barrel reactor leads to slightly higher surface roughness, which result in more backscattering in the incident laser.

As discussed in section 2.1.1, some straggle in the z direction is expected with the ion implanted NV samples, which means etching up to 10 nm of diamond results in the removal of some NVs. However, as the simulation of the nitrogen distribution at 10 keV implantation energy shows [figure 2.2], it is not possible for 75% of ions to be within the first 10 nm of the sample. We therefore conclude that the plasma etch process is damaging the lattice and quenching near-surface NVs in an irreparable manner.

4.4 O2 plasma damage: ensemble NV study

To better characterize the damage, we need to use a delta-doped sample, where the NV distance from the surface has a much smaller distribution. It is also important to
measure the actual distance to the surface, which is most accurately achieved through sensing of electron spins or protons at the surface.

In these series of experiments, we compared the effect of slowly etching the diamond with oxygen plasma in an ICP RIE, a bench-top photoresist stripper. NV luminescence was monitored at each step to gauge its health. Finally, we extracted the actual depth of the NV with spin measurements.

4.4.1 Experimental process

An electronic grade diamond with ensemble delta-doped NVs $\approx 50 \text{ nm} \pm 20 \text{ nm}$ from the surface was used. The large range in potential NV depth is due to fluctuations of the diamond growth rates. The process for estimating the exact starting NV depth will be discussed later. Most importantly, however, given some depth, $z$, the straggle of the NV position ($\Delta z$) is confined to $\pm 4 \text{ nm}$.

Figure 4.4: Experimental procedures for sequential oxygen-plasma etching

A schematic of the experimental process is shown in figure 4.4. First we mask the majority of the sample with silicon dioxide to protect it from any damage, as described in chapter 2. Then we sequentially etch the sample with oxygen plasma. After each step of etching, the NVs are characterized in a commercial set-up (see chapter 2 for more details). We then measure the NV photoluminescence at several
points over the same region (around $300 \times 100$ um area of the sample), using the same acquisition parameters. Figure 4.5 shows a map of the NV$^-$ luminescence in the same region of the sample after incremental etch times. Each step, consisting of an etch and photoluminescence measurement, is repeated until no more NV emission is seen. The mask is then removed, and the final step height is measured with an AFM.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.7\textwidth]{figure4.5.png}
\caption{PL map of the same region after incremental time etched in a downstream etcher. Z axis shows the luminescence intensity at 638 nm, corresponding to the NV$^-$ ZPL.}
\end{figure}

The same sample underwent this sequential oxygen etch in three different reactors: an ICP RIE reactor (Unaxis), a bench-top resist stripper (Technics), and a downstream system (Matrix).

Each etch step in the ICP RIE was 30 seconds of a low bias O$_2$ plasma (see Process #3 in 2.1 for process conditions). We optimized the process condition to achieve the minimal bias (50 V) while still sustaining a stable plasma. This not only minimizes damage caused to the material, but also limits the etch rate. The transfer chuck on
which the sample sits is cooled in the system to room temperature.

The bench-top resist stripper, hereon out referred to as the Technics, is closest to a barrel reactor. The $\text{O}_2$ plasma is generated isotropically around the sample, which sits on a grounded tray. No external bias is applied to accelerate the ions from the plasma. One etch step in this reactor was set at 10 min of etching [see table 2.2 for process conditions]. The instrument has no cooling mechanism, so the plasma is only lit for 5 min at a time, before the sample is taken out to cool back down to room temperature. We estimate the temperature to rise to about $60-80^{\circ}\text{C}$ after 5 minutes.

In the downstream system, the plasma is generated in a quartz chamber above a second chamber, which houses the sample. A quartz baffle blocks the line of sight between the chuck and the plasma. We attach the diamond sample to a silicon carrier wafer with thermal paste. The wafer is then transferred into the reaction chamber where it rests on a hot plate heated to $150^{\circ}\text{C}$. Each etch step in the downstream reactor, using the conditions from table 2.3, was set at 45 min.

4.4.2 Etch rate and surface roughness

To estimate the total etched depth after the sequential etching was done, we removed the $\text{SiO}_2$ mask with HF and used an AFM to measure the height of the step edge [Fig. 4.6b]. In the ICP RIE sample, we found that a 30 second etch resulted in 8 nm of removed diamond, meaning $4 \times 30$ sec steps resulted in a total etched depth of 32 nm. The measured step height of our sample after 40 min of etching in the Technics was 50 nm. The total step height of the sample, after 510 min of etching in the downstream reactor, was 55 nm. Assuming a constant etch rate, each etch step
in the Technics and downstream etcher corresponds, respectively, to 12.5 and 4.8 nm of diamond removed.

The etched region became significantly rougher after 40 min of Technics and 8.5 hours of downstream etching [Fig. 4.6c and d]. The RMS roughness in the unetched region [Fig. 4.6a] increased from 2 nm to 10 and 7 nm after etching in the Technics and downstream, respectively. The sparsity of the roughness in Technics leads us to believe that micromasking, the redeposition of the mask material onto the etched surface, was at play. The higher density of roughness after such long downstream etch does not come as a surprise, since downstream etching relies entirely on isotropic, chemical etching. Therefore, after 50 nm of etching, the surface was only getting rougher, and not etching down uniformly. Because of this, downstream etching is not

![AFM of delta-doped sample. The scan area of the surface after the downstream etch is smaller to show the surface roughness better](image)
Figure 4.7: NV\textsuperscript{−} photoluminescence signal after etching in either an downstream or ICP RIE system.

designed to etch such large amounts of material. In contrast, the ICP RIE process does not roughen the surface until after 5 min of etching.

4.4.3 Result: NV luminescence and NV depth

Equipped with an estimate of the etched depth at each step, we can compare the relative change in NV luminescence between etching in the ICP RIE, Technics, and downstream etcher. The NV\textsuperscript{−} intensity at various etched depths for each instrument is shown in figure 4.7. The plotted NV\textsuperscript{−} signal is the integrated NV\textsuperscript{−} peak as discussed in section 2.6.1, normalized by the initial NV signal before any etching occurred. Each point represents the average and standard deviation of NV signal measured at multiple locations in the sample, as seen in figure 4.5. The error bars in the Technics data have been removed from the figure for clarity, but are similar in size.
There are two results of interest from figure 4.7: 1) NV emission dims as the diamond is etched, and 2) the NV emission is completely annihilated after a certain etch depth, depending on the instrument used. The first feature will be discussed in section 4.4.4. We begin our discussion here on the second result, as it shows a difference in NV dynamics when etched in the three reactors.

After etching around 30 nm in the ICP RIE, NV emission is already quenched. Acquiring for longer periods of time or increasing the laser intensity still do not lead to any NV peaks. Once the NV emission is gone, it cannot be regenerated through cleaning or low temperature anneals. Similarly, after 50 nm of etching in the Technics, no NV luminescence is seen. In contrast, after 55-60 nm of etching in the downstream system, the NV signal is still strong. In fact, further etching does not seem to affect the PL emission anymore. We believe this is attributed to roughening of the surface from the etch.

![Figure 4.8: T2 spin decoherence lifetime fits of NVs in (a) unetched and (b) etched diamond](image)

While the discrepancy between the three systems of when NV emission is eliminated is already notable, further insight can be gained from knowing the actual starting depths of these NVs. The absolute depth of the NVs could vary fairly sig-
nificantly, depending on the actual growth rate of the overgrown diamond layer [see section 2.1.2]. After 55 nm of etching in the downstream reactor, the NV signal was still strong. To determine the actual starting depth of the NVs, we relied on spin measurements of the etched NVs. A Hahn echo measurement, taken by B. Myers at UCSB, on several of the etched NVs gave a spin decoherence lifetime, $T_2$, of around 100 $\mu$s [Fig. 4.8b]. Previous studies of these delta-doped samples found that $T_2$ is depth dependent, and 100 $\mu$s corresponds to previously measured NVs $\approx$ 20 nm from the surface.\(^51\) The unetched NV $T_2$ lifetimes measured $\approx$ 500 $\mu$s, in accord to other NVs more than 50 nm deep. It is also known that NVs $<50$ nm can couple to a bath of electronic spins at the surface ($b_{surf}$), and the measured coupling frequency is strongly depth dependent.\(^51\) In the etched region, the a simultaneous fit of Hahn echo and CPMG-4 coherence decays gave rise to $b_{surf} \approx 24$ kHz, which again matches previous $b_{surf}$ values for NVs 20 nm from the surface. Assuming that the $T_2$ time has not been affected by our etch, we conclude the initial NVs were likely $\approx$ 70 nm from the surface. This depth is still within the error bars of the initial growth rate.\(^58\)

We can therefore estimate that etching in an ICP RIE reactor with an applied bias will irreparably damage NVs $\approx$ 40 nm from the surface. In contrast, NVs $\approx$ 20 nm from the surface survived in both the photoresist stripper (Technics) and the downstream etcher. It is unclear how close to an NV center a downstream etcher can etch diamond to. Is likely better than the Technics, but that remains to be proven.

There are several potential sources of damage resulting in the quenching of NVs before they are etched away: 1) ion implantation, 2) increased vacancies, and 3) damage from UV light. Ion implantation and vacancy creation is especially problematic
and likely when etching in an ICP RIE. Some preliminary proof of ion implantation from XPS studies is discussed in section 4.5. Creation of shallow vacancies, which have been suggested by another report, are likely to have a significant effect on nearby NVs.\textsuperscript{35} In bulk, the charge state of NV depends on nearby substitutional nitrogen atoms, \( N_s \), or divacancies, \( V_2 \), which act as donors and acceptors, respectively.\textsuperscript{10} Theoretical experiments have shown that in the regime where \([V_2]<[N_s]\), increasing \([V_2]\) by less than a factor of 2 decreases the \( NV^-/NV^0 \) ratio by a factor of 100.\textsuperscript{10} We did not see any change in the \( NV^-/(NV^0+NV^-) \) ratio with each etch step. The \( NV^0 \) signal decreased in the same trend as shown in figure 4.7. It is possible that the NVs are ionizing into a \( NV^+ \) state, but this is difficult to prove. And finally, the high energy UV light generated in the plasma has been known to break chemical bonds and generate electron-hole pairs, resulting in the formation of crystalline defects.\textsuperscript{31}

4.4.4 Simulation: NV emission near diamond interface

From figure 4.7 we also notice that NV dims with etch time with a similar rate, regardless of the instrument. The NV dimming trend can be due to 1) the optics of a dipole approaching a planar interface, 2) the inherent effects of diamond surface on NVs, and 3) damage caused by the etch. The total number of collected photons, \( N \), can be approximated as

\[
N = qPN_0\eta = \frac{\gamma_R}{\gamma_R + \gamma_{NR}} PN_0\eta
\]

(4.1)

where \( q \) is the internal quantum efficiency of the emitter, \( P \) is the power emitted per dipole, \( N_0 \) is the number of emitters, and \( \eta \) is the collection efficiency. The internal
quantum efficiency $q$ can be broken down into its radiative and non-radiative decay components, $q = \frac{\gamma_R}{(\gamma_R + \gamma_{NR})}$.

We will first consider the optics of dipole emission and collection, $P$ and $\eta$. Using finite-difference time domain (FDTD) software, we projected the dipole emission in the near-field of the interface into a far-field hemisphere 1 meter away. We simulated the light collected from an objective with numerical aperture (NA) of 0.9 by integrating the field intensity of the far field projection within a 64° cone. Simulation details can be found in Appendix A. As the dipole nears the interface, the far field collected power either increases or decreases, depending on the dipole orientation [Fig. 4.9]. The total power collected follows a similar trend to the simulated radiative decay rate [see Fig. A.3 in Appendix A].

![Figure 4.9: Power collected within a NA=0.9 objective for a dipole perpendicular (top, blue) and parallel (bottom, green) to the surface.](image)
The NV dipole moment is oriented perpendicular to the NV axis, which is aligned in the (111) crystal lattice direction. Hence, the collected power should be a combination of the effects seen in the perpendicular and parallel oriented dipoles in figure 4.9. Note however the collection of the parallel dipole component an order of magnitude higher, which leads us to believe the majority of the signal should arise from the parallel dipole. Directly comparing results in figure 4.9 to the measured results in 4.7 makes some critical assumptions: 1) the interface is perfectly planar, 2) each NV radiates independently with no superradiance effects, and 3) the incident laser light excites all NVs equally. More simulations are being made to understand the effect of surface roughness, randomly oriented dipoles, and a gaussian laser source on the collected power of the NVs.

Another factor to consider is the correlation between NV dynamics and its distance from surface. From the AFM, we noticed the diamond is quite pitted [Fig. 4.6a]. Therefore, etching likely not only etches from the top, but also laterally in the pits, further increasing the likelihood that select NVs are near surface. This is an area that is not well-understood. A report NVs implanted at various depths showed that NV luminescence decreases when NVs are implanted closer to the surface. But it is unclear if that is an inherent property of how the surface affects NVs or if it is due to a lower conversion efficiency in the implantation process. Delocalized image states, deep sub-bandgap states related to surface-termination, and localized acceptor states near surface are theorized to lead to photobleaching and blinking. It has also been demonstrated that a thin layer of diamond overgrowth increases the T2 spin decoherence lifetime of implanted near-surface NVs, further proving the presence of
the surface itself is a problem.\textsuperscript{79} These surface could ionize the \textit{NV}− state, which would decrease the number of emitters, \(N_0\), or increase the non-radiative decay rate \(\gamma_{NR}\). Changing both of these values result in a lower measured \textit{NV} intensity, according to equation 4.1.

Finally, plasma damage would also affect both \(N_0\) and \(\gamma_{NR}\). It is possible that, while the downstream etcher is less damaging than the other systems tested, it still creates vacancies or other defects, thereby reducing the number of emitters, \(N_0\). Vacancies or ions implanted and diffused through the lattice from the plasma can annihilate or ionize \textit{NV} centers, as discussed in section 4.1. However, if the effect of \(N_0\) due to damage is significant in the first 20 - 30 nm of etching, then the slope in figure 4.7 should be different between the downstream and ICP RIE experiments. Unfortunately, the error bars are too large to elucidate any significant differences in slope.

In conclusion, the dimming of \textit{NV}s is likely due to a combination of dipole emission properties when in the near-field of the surface, and the inherent effects of surface on \textit{NV}s. We have shown that an oxygen plasma in ICP RIE system can be damaging to near-surface \textit{NV}s. \textit{NV} emission dies out after a cumulative 120 seconds of etching, when the \textit{NV}s are still 40 nm from the surface. In contrast, \textit{NV}s brought closer to the surface with the downstream reactor survived longer. However, downstream etching is not suitable for etching more than 10 nm of diamond, as it roughens the surface considerably. In order to probe the true limits of downstream etching, we need to repeat the experiment on sub-10 nm deep and single \textit{NV}s.
4.5 XPS STUDIES OF DAMAGE

In addition to gauging the health of NV centers through measuring their luminescence, we used high resolution XPS to gain some material insight to the surface chemistry.

4.5.1 EMBEDDED CHLORINE

Argon-Chlorine is a common combination of gases that etch diamond. It has a slower etch rate than O2 plasma, and is more isotropic. However, it was been known to cause nearby NV emission to disappear.

A single-crystal diamond was exposed to 3 min of Ar/Cl₂ plasma at a DC bias of 250 V in an ICP RIE, followed by 30 sec of O₂ in the same system (see table 2.1). 30 seconds of O₂ plasma etches approximately 60 nm of diamond, more than enough to remove any chlorine-termination. To remove any adsorbed chlorine that may have deposited from the reactor chamber walls, the sample was then removed from the ICP RIE and placed in a separate reactor (Technics). We etched the sample for 15 min, which should remove at least a few nanometers of diamond while also cleaning the surface.

An XPS survey scan of the sample post-processing showed no chlorine peak. However, taking a high resolution scan of the Cl 2p peak resulted in a small peak [Fig. 4.10]. Diamonds not previously treated in chlorine plasma do not show the same peak. Since about 60 nm of diamond should have been etched away by the 30 seconds of oxygen plasma in the ICP and the 15 min of barrel etch, we roughly estimate that the chlorine ions have channeled as far as 60 nm deep from the surface. This suggests that chlorine could be implanting into the diamond, explaining why near-surface
NVs rarely survive from etches chlorine-based etches. More rigorous study needs to be made to prove this hypothesis.

**Figure 4.10**: Chlorine peak evident in XPS after etching the sample in oxygen plasma following a chlorine plasma treatment.

### 4.5.2 Binding energy of sp$^3$ C-C due to SF$_6$ plasma damage

(a) ICP RIE  

(b) downstream etcher

**Figure 4.11**: NV luminescence dimming with SF$_6$ plasma with two different etch systems.

As was alluded to in chapter 3, the most reliable fluorination with SF$_6$ was achieved with a downstream ashing system. Using a sample with implanted NVs $\approx$15 nm from
the surface, we etched away a small amount of diamond with SF$_6$ plasma. Figure 4.11 compares the NV photoluminescence intensity after etching $\approx$2 nm from the surface in an ICP RIE and downstream system. The diamond etched in the ICP RIE resulted in no more NV emission, whereas NV emission is only dimmed in the downstream case.

We studied the diamond surface chemistry in the XPS. The survey scan of the diamond treated with SF$_6$ plasma in the ICP RIE showed 91% carbon, 8% fluorine, and 1% oxygen. Interestingly, we found the main peak in the C 1s high resolution scan, which should correspond to sp$^3$ C-C, consistently shifts to be around 1.5 eV higher [Fig. 4.12]. Furthermore, the main peak broadens compared to an untreated, boiling acid cleaned diamond. While the peak nearly coincides with where C-O is normally found, the low oxygen signal means the largest fraction of carbons cannot be oxidized carbon. It cannot be due to charging because the lowest peak is more than 2.7 eV lower in binding energy, which is too large of a splitting between sp$^3$ and sp$^2$ C-C binding energy. The C 1s high resolution of a sample etched in the downstream reactor, in contrast, shows a main peak that overlaps directly with the untreated, oxygen-terminated surface.

A similar shift in the sp$^3$ bulk signal has been reported previously, and was attributed to lattice damage of Ar/O$_2$ plasma on boron-doped diamond. We therefore conclude that the shift the main C 1s peak could be attributed to a damaged layer within the surface, caused by implanted fluorine. Similar to the XPS data from CF$_4$-treated surfaces, but here the C-CF bond exists within the diamond lattice instead of as a deposited polymer on top of the surface, which acts as a protective layer.
Figure 4.12: High resolution carbon scan of a diamond cleaned with boiling triacid, and fluorine-terminated with SF$_6$ in either a downstream reactor or an ICP RIE reactor. The sample etched in a ICP RIE has a significantly shifted main peak, which is likely due to lattice damage from the etch.

4.6 Conclusion and Outlook

In this chapter we explored the effects of etching diamond in H$_2$, O$_2$, Ar/Cl$_2$, and SF$_6$ gases in three types of reactors: ICP RIE, barrel reactor, and downstream asher. We found that very shallow etches in H$_2$ plasma affect NVs 70 nm deep, despite using milder conditions than reported in literature. Finally, we demonstrated that oxygen plasma etching in ICP RIE or even barrel reactors damage NVs. The least damaging method for thinning diamonds, is a downstream set-up. Sources of plasma damage include ion implantation, increased vacancies from high energy ions, and crystal defects from UV light. Some preliminary studies of the surface material with XPS suggest that implantation could be a source of issues. If the ions are implanting
> 60 nm deep, we can imagine vacancies created by the physical sputtering are also created and diffused into the substrate. Potentially, a combination of vacancies and implanted ions contribute to a shifting of the sp³ C-C peak, as seen in diamonds damaged by SF₆ plasma.

In addition to damage, we also explored the effect of NV emission due to the surface. NV emission, independent of the etch system used, dims as it nears the surface. It is still difficult to decouple the different sources of this dimming, but we believe that surface states play a major role.

Future studies of NV dynamics as a function of its distance to the surface is best carried out in a downstream reactor with delta-doped single NVs closer < 20 nm from the surface. We need smoother, non-pitted surfaces to start out with as not to complicate the distance-to-surface measurements. And finally, a more thorough material study of the damage mechanism is needed to truly understand the effects of plasma damage.
So far, we have focused our discussion on how to change surface terminations to increase NV emission (chapter 3) or how to bring NVs closer to the surface while minimizing NV emission loss (chapter 4). In this chapter, we look to increase NV emission by orders of magnitude by addressing two fundamental and significant issues with using NVs as an emitter. One, the extraction efficiency in bulk diamond is
around 3% due to diamond’s large refractive index. Two, the branching ratio, defined as the emission into the zero-phonon line (ZPL) over the vibrational bands, is also around 3%. To increase the collection of NV emission, bulk diamond has been shaped into solid immersion lenses and waveguiding nanowires. Both structures boast an order of magnitude improvement of the collection efficiency. Extraction can be further improved with a metallic grating around the emitter. However, the most important feature of the NV emission is the ZPL, and an engineered optical cavity is the best way of increasing both the branching ratio and the extraction efficiency. Here we explore a new design that confines light near the surface of the diamond to enhance near-surface NV$^-$ ZPL emission.

5.1 Optical cavity electrodynamics

An optical cavity can most simply be described in a classical manner as light reflecting between mirrors and forming standing waves at certain frequencies, called resonance modes. The dimensions of the cavity controls the frequency of the modes. Optical cavity systems can also be described quantum mechanically as a perturbation of an emitter transition. Fermi’s golden rule [Equation 5.1] states the transition probability of an emitter decay ($\gamma$) depends on the dipole interaction with the electric field, and number of ways the transition can happen (ie. density of states).

$$\gamma = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} \left| \langle f | \hat{H}_I | i \rangle \right|^2 \rho$$

$$\hat{H}_I = -\hat{\mu} \cdot \hat{E}$$ is the interaction Hamiltonian between the dipole, $\hat{\mu}$ and the local field $\hat{E}$. The interaction Hamiltonian tells us that a high emission rate is achieved.
when the dipole is spatially placed in the field maximum, and the dipole is oriented along the electric field.

Equation 5.1 also states that a higher density of states, \( \rho \), leads to faster emission decay. In a homogenous medium, \( \rho \), the local density of optical states (LDOS) depends on the refractive index (\( n \)) of the material. Hence, the spontaneous decay rate at frequency, \( \omega \), is:

\[
\gamma_R = \frac{1}{\tau} = \frac{\omega^3 n |\mu|^2}{3\pi\epsilon_0 \hbar c_0^3} \tag{5.2}
\]

where \( \mu \) is the dipole moment, \( \epsilon_0 \) is the vacuum permittivity, \( \hbar \) is the reduced Planck constant, and \( c_0 \) is the speed of light in vacuum. In a cavity, LDOS is enhanced at the cavity resonance modes and suppressed at frequencies outside the modes, thereby influencing the final state into which an emitter decays. An optical cavity can be engineered such that its resonance modes overlaps with the ZPL frequency. The NV emission is thus far constrained such that it emits preferentially into the ZPL. The extraction efficiency can also be influenced by the shape of the cavity.

The goal of our cavities is to increase the radiative emission rate into the ZPL. The figure of merit, Purcell factor, describes the enhancement of the spontaneous emission rate in the cavity, \( \gamma \), over its rate in vacuum, \( \gamma_0 \). The Purcell factor can be derived classically or from Fermi’s golden rule, and is most commonly seen in the following form:

\[
F_p = \frac{\gamma}{\gamma_0} = \frac{3}{4\pi^2} \left( \frac{\lambda}{n} \right)^3 \frac{Q}{V} \tag{5.3}
\]

where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the mode, \( n \) is the material index of refraction, \( Q \) is the cavity quality factor, and \( V \) is the modal volume. The cavity \( Q \) describes how long
the light can remain trapped before leaking out, through non-radiative pathways or scattering into the air due to fabrication imperfections. It can be measured from the mode frequency ($\omega$) and its full-width half-max ($\Delta \omega$):

$$Q = 2\pi \times \frac{\text{Energy stored in cavity}}{\text{energy lost per cycle}} = \frac{\omega}{\Delta \omega}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

Equation 5.3 tells us that for a given wavelength, the enhancement of the spontaneous emission rate depends on how confined the light is in the cavity (high $Q$) and how small the mode volume is.

Various all-diamond cavities have been fabricated to increase NV emission. Cavity geometries that have been successfully realized include micro-ring resonators,\textsuperscript{16} one-dimensional photonic crystal nanobeams,\textsuperscript{66} and two-dimensional photonic crystals.\textsuperscript{17} The highest measured $Q$ of an all-diamond cavity near the NV ZPL thus far has been 24,000 (to be published from our group). However, the modal volumes in these dielectric cavities are diffraction limited, which limits the Purcell factor. Plasmonic cavities have been demonstrated to achieve enhancements higher than those in dielectric cavities, despite having a lower $Q$ factor.\textsuperscript{71} In this chapter, we will first explore the Purcell enhancement in a cavity based on an emitter near a flat metallic surface.

5.2 \textbf{Gap mode plasmonic cavities}

In chapter 4, we simulated the effect of a dipole, embedded in bulk diamond, approaching a planar interface with air. Similarly, we can consider the decay rate of a dipole in air approaching a metal interface, as first demonstrated by Drexhage.\textsuperscript{15}
Figure 5.1 shows the theoretical and experimental results of the Eu$^{3+}$ emitter lifetime, normalized by its lifetime in air, in the presence of a silver mirror. Oscillations in the emission lifetime are due to constructive or destructive interferences of the dipole field and field reflected from the surface of the mirror. The amplitude of the oscillations is heightened as the dipole approaches the metal, because the fields interact more strongly. When the dipole is very close to the surface, Drexhage noticed that experimentally the emitter lifetime rapidly falls off whereas the pure radiation model leads to a rise in lifetime. We now know that at these distances, the dipole fields are coupling to evanescent field components, including surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). A SPP is a collective oscillation of electrons at the surface of a metal, which can be described as a highly localized electromagnetic wave propagating at the metal-air interface.

The high field intensity near the metal surface decreases the radiative lifetime ($\tau_R$), which increases the emitter intensity. However, metals also have many lossy channels, which decrease the non-radiative lifetime ($\tau_{NR}$). Confining the dipole in an optical
cavity increases the LDOS by coupling the SPP to a cavity mode, and selectively decreases $\tau_R$ over $\tau_{NR}$, such that the dipole emission is not simply quenched.

### 5.2.1 Diamond plasmonic cavity

When two metal surfaces are brought together, a hot spot of high electric field can be created in the gap. Broadband emission rate enhancement has been demonstrated in NVs between two gold nanoparticles,$^7$ silver nanowires.$^8$ These structures are taking advantage of the enhanced near field of the metals, and the structures are considered antennas, not cavities. In antenna structures, the modal volume (V) is low, but the quality factor is also low (<10).

A diamond plasmonic cavity, with a measured Q of 58, has previously been fabricated by coupling nanodiamonds to silver nanowires with patterned dielectric reflectors.$^9$ A plasmonic cavity based on bulk diamond has been fabricated, with a simulated and measured Q of 150 and 10, respectively. The design is composed of a silver aperture around a diamond nanorod, encompassing a single NV.$^7,8,5$ A Purcell factor of around 6 was observed. The measured Q factors of diamond plasmonic cavities have all been very low, most likely due to lossy channels in metals.

High electric fields can be confined in the low-index gap between a high index material and a metal surface. Oulton et al simulated a high-index (GaAs, $n = 3.5$) nanowire approaching a silver substrate, and found a highly confined field in the gap, due to the hybridization of the dielectric waveguide with the surface plasmon mode.$^{60}$ This hybrid mode has a long propagation length because the field is away from the metal and has been used to make a plasmon laser.$^{61}$
Owing to diamond’s high dielectric constant (n=2.4), we propose a hybrid diamond-plasmonic cavity, where we hybridize a diamond cavity with surface plasmons on a silver surface. This results in a relatively high Q (around 250) cavity where the electric field is confined in a thin gap of low-index material between the diamond and silver mirror. By separating our diamond from the silver with a low-index material, our cavity is designed to have a higher Q factor than previously proposed diamond plasmonic cavities, whose Qs cap off at 150.\textsuperscript{5}

5.3 Cavity design

![Diagram of cavity design](image)

**Figure 5.2:** Top down and cross-sectional view of our hybrid plasmonic-photonic crystal cavity.

Our hybrid cavity is specifically designed to enhance the emission of near-surface NVs by coupling those NVs to enhanced fields near the diamond surface. Our cavity is composed of a 2D photonic crystal made of high index dielectric rods (diamond), a small gap of low index dielectric (alumina), and a silver substrate [Fig. 5.2]. The
photonic crystal made of periodical hexagonal rod structures hybridizes with the surface plasmon modes to create a highly concentrated TM mode in the low index gap. A cavity is formed by introducing a linear defect to create a standing wave (cavity mode) with resonance within the photonic band gap. A detailed discussion of the cavity structure and simulations can be found in reference 43, where the emitter was placed in the middle of the low-index gap. The simulated Q with an emitter in the middle of the gap was around 300.

Figure 5.3: Cavity mode profile, centered at 636 nm, in (a) top down view (defect region highlighted in white), and (b) cross-sectional view (material boundaries with white lines). The electric field along the dashed line is plotted in (c), showing high field confinement in the gap. Simulation data courtesy of X. Zhang.

We used finite difference time domain simulations (FDTD, Lumerical) to model the cavity. An electric dipole oriented perpendicular to the interface was placed 10 nm from the diamond-alumina boundary. Diamond rods, n=2.4, were simulated with a height of 600 nm, radius (r) of 66 nm, and lattice constant (a) of 230 nm. These parameters define the band-gap energy, within which cavity modes can lie. The defect consisted of 3 conjoined rods (L3) of radius R, such that the length of the cavity L =
2R + 2a. R was varied between 1.2r to 1.5r to tune the cavity mode frequency. Below the diamond was a 5 nm thick Al₂O₃ layer, and a silver substrate. The electric field profile of a resulting cavity mode, centered at 636 nm, is shown in figure 5.3. The field is highly confined in the low index spacer layer, but NVs within the top 50 nm can still couple into the mode relatively efficiently [Fig. 5.3c]. The mode frequency can be further tuned by adjusting the defect size, R. The cavity Q and far field radiation can be increased by adjusting $r_t/r$ ratio. The freedom allowed by this two-dimensional photonic crystal allows us to both maximize the extraction efficiency of NV emission and the branching ratio of the NV ZPL.

5.4 Fabrication

The fabrication of our plasmonic photonic crystals (pphCs) is outlined in figure 5.4, and was designed by Dr. Tsung-li Liu. The first five steps of how these thin diamond membranes are created and bound have been covered in section 2.3. We first select samples where the overgrown layer (200 nm thick) has no detectable NVs, and we then implant $^{14}$N at 6 keV and $10^{13}$ ions/cm$^2$ to create NVs $\approx$ 10 nm from the surface.

![Figure 5.4: Fabrication process for the hybrid plasmonic photonic crystal.](image)
To bind the membrane onto a planar substrate, we spin C6 poly(methyl methacrylate) PMMA at 3000 rpm for 40 seconds onto a clean silicon piece. We then press the membrane into the PMMA layer with the near-surface NV side facing up, and attach the membrane into position by baking the silicon piece at 180°C for 1 min. We then deposit 5 nm of Al₂O₃ in an atomic layer deposition system (ALD) at 50°C, and 250 nm of silver in an electron-beam evaporator.

Next, the sample needs to be flipped onto another silicon substrate, which is accomplished through a process called “template-stripping.” This method has been used previously in for creating ultra-smooth silver surfaces for nanowire cavities and making silver-trench cavities. We attach another silicon handle on top of the silver with room temperature epoxy (EPO-TEK), which takes 24 hours to cure. During this process, the epoxy binds the silver and diamond membrane to the second silicon handle, and the whole sample can be flipped by sliding a razor blade under the deposited silver to remove the PMMA and initial silicon sample.

![Figure 5.5: SEM at 80° tilt of (a) a successfully template-stripped and etched membrane, and (b) an unsuccessful template-strip, where the diamond was bound too tightly to the PMMA.](image)

The failure rate of this template-stripping step was surprisingly high because there is a trade-off between achieving a flat membrane in the binding process and
successfully template-stripping the membrane off with the silver. A strong bond between the PMMA and diamond produces a flat diamond membrane. A convex or concave diamond often only makes a few points of contact to the PMMA and is easily lost during subsequent processes. However, if membrane is bound too tightly, the template stripping only removes the silver from the top of the diamond, whereas the membrane itself stays on the PMMA. In figure 5.5b, a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image shows template-stripped silver with a void where the diamond should have been. The membrane was left on the first silicon wafer, attached to the PMMA. It is thus important to minimize the heating of PMMA to prevent over-curing it.

Once a membrane has been successfully template-stripped, the damaged, overgrown layer of the diamond membrane is etched away in the inductively-coupled reactive ion etcher (ICP RIE) with a 15 min Ar/Cl₂ etch and 2-4 min of high bias O₂ plasma (etch rate ≈ 160 nm / min, detailed process conditions described as Process #1 and 2 in table 2.1), leaving a diamond layer approximately 300 - 600 nm thick. The resulting membrane can be seen in figure 5.5a.

We pattern a 2D photonic crystal with electron-beam lithography. A 15 nm titanium layer was evaporated on the diamond as a conductive layer, and to improve the adhesion to the e-beam resist. We spin-coated hydrogen silsequioxane (HSQ), a negative e-beam resist, at 3000 rpm for 40 seconds, and baked it at 180°C for 5 min and 120°C for 5 min. After exposure, the resist was developed in tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH). The resulting pattern can be seen in figure 5.6a and b.

Finally, the resist pattern is transferred into the diamond using a 20 second ICP RIE etch in Ar/Cl₂ to remove the thin Ti layer, and 1-3 min of high bias O₂ plasma
to etch the diamond. The resulting structure is seen in figure 5.6c.

A challenge in these process steps is determining the membrane thickness before patterning the device, which is crucial for several reasons. One, the thickness of the structure determines the wavelength of the mode, which will be discussed later. Membranes less than 200 nm have been found to be too thin to support modes. Two, knowing the thickness gives us an estimate of how far to etch when transferring the pattern. The 5 nm of Al₂O₃ below the diamond can act briefly as an etch stop layer, but not for long. Etching through the alumina layer with the O₂ plasma instantly oxidizes the underlying silver layer, and dramatically changes its optical properties and prevents the formation of plasmonic gap modes.

Usually, at a high-tilt SEM image, the boundary of diamond and the binding material (PMMA or epoxy) can be seen, and thus the diamond thickness can be estimated. However, because silver is sputtered and easily redeposited on the side walls of the diamond, the boundary is no longer visible. We thus rely on using a focused-ion beam (FIB) to micromachine a 2 × 3 µm hole to determine the thickness (figure 5.7). The boundaries between the materials can be easily distinguished and

Figure 5.6: SEM of the hybrid plasmonic photonic device. (a) Top down view of four photonic crystals, one with no defect (bottom left), and three with different size defects. (b) Top down view of the defect regions. (c) A 45 degree view of the etched device.
an SEM is then used to measure the diamond thickness.

![SEM image of a hole created with FIB](image)

**Figure 5.7:** Determining the diamond thickness with a tilted SEM image of a hole created with FIB.

Using the initial diamond membrane thickness, we carefully transfer the pattern in the ICP RIE, until the diamond rod height matches the initial measurement, and the diamond is etched through.

### 5.5 Results

Optical measurements were taken at room temperature in our home-built confocal set-up [Fig. 2.5]. A bright undecorated NV signal is seen from the photoluminescence of a defect-less photonic crystal. When illuminating a crystal with an L3 defect, we find a prominent mode that rises above the NV background [Fig. 5.8a]. From the simulations, we expect the mode to be linearly polarized parallel to the direction of the L3 defect. Thus some of the background fluorescence uncoupled to the polarized mode can be filtered out by placing a polarizer is before the spectrum analyzer, and tuning it to the axis of the defect [Fig. 5.8b]. Turning the polarization by 90 degrees
results in a spectrum consisting only of background luminescence. The highest Q measured is $\approx 170$, not far from the simulated Q of $\approx 200$. This is the highest Q observed in a diamond-plasmonic cavity.

Figure 5.8: NV emission decorated with a cavity mode, shown in (a) to only exist in a photonic cavity with a defect, and in (b) to be linearly polarized along the axis of the defect. The Q measured is $\approx 170$.

In order to ultimately measure an increase in the spontaneous emission rate of the NV$^-$ ZPL, we need to tune the cavity mode into resonance with the NV$^-$ peak. The mode wavelength is controlled by the photonic crystal spacing, the rod radius, and the cavity size. In figure 5.9a, the cavity mode sequentially red-shifts from 716 to 729 nm as the L3 defect radius, R, increases from $1.2r = 79.5$ nm to $1.5r = 99.4$ nm. Red-shifting can also be irreversibly achieved by depositing thin layers of oxide on the device with atomic-layer deposition.\textsuperscript{72} Blue-shifting was observed in our cavities by etching more of the diamond, and decreasing both the rod size and the cavity. Figure 5.9b illustrates the photoluminescence of the mode of the same structure with sequentially longer etch times. One needs to careful of this method, as it is easy to
over etch the device and tarnish the underlying silver layer. It can be seen that after etching for 2 min and 20 seconds, the Q of the mode has decreased, likely due to some damage to the silver. Any roughening of the silver surface results in higher losses and poor sustenance of surface plasmon modes.

Figure 5.9: Mode tuning achieved by (a) changing the defect size, and (b) etching the diamond for longer time to decrease the photonic crystal rod radius.

Proof of Purcell enhancement is usually found through measuring the emitter lifetime inside and outside the cavity. Using a super continuum laser with rate of 76 MHz, we collected a time-resolved distribution of photon counts with an avalanche photodiode (APD). These lifetimes are derived from a mono-exponential fit of the emission decay. The first 3 ns are skipped to avoid any influence of the fast decay paths from any contamination on the sample. Representative lifetime plots are shown in figure 5.10.

The lifetime of NV in bulk diamond ($\tau_{\text{bulk}} = 13$ ns) decreases compared to $1 \times 1 \mu\text{m}$ square diamond on silver ($\tau = 8.9$ ns), due to quenching from the metal surface. As
discussed earlier, the non-radiative emission decay rate of an emitter ($\gamma_{NR}$) increases with proximity to a metal. The lifetime of cavity is approximately the same ($\tau_{\text{defect}} = 8.7$ ns). The lifetime of a plasmonic photonic crystal without a defect is slightly longer ($\tau_{\text{nodefect}} = 9.7$ ns). There are two reasons why $\tau_{\text{defect}} < \tau_{\text{nodefect}}$. One, since a photonic crystal with no defect has a smaller effective index compared to one with a defect, it experiences a slower decay rate ($\gamma$) or higher lifetime. Two, the enhanced fields and LDOS at the wavelength increases the emission rate of the emitter in the dipole, as was discussed in equation 5.1.

No significant Purcell factor was observed. We believe there are several issues at hand. One, we used an unusually high NV implantation density, which means the large ensemble NVs have a lot of straggle in depth. The large NV background suggests many of the NVs are not coupled to the mode. Furthermore, our modes are all quite red-shifted from the NV$^-$ ZPL. A more accurate Purcell measurement should be made at low temperature and through tuning the mode to resonance with
the NV$^-$ ZPL.$^{16}$

5.6 Conclusion

We present here a proof of concept of a new hybrid cavity structure designed to selectively enhance near-surface NVs. We fabricated the device and measured a Q of 170, the highest Q reported for a diamond-plasmonic cavity. The small modal volume from the hybrid photonic crystal and plasmonic fields should give us high Purcell factors, when the mode is tuned in resonance with the NV$^-$ ZPL. Future experiments include fabricating these devices on thinner diamond membranes to create modes closer to the ZPL. Furthermore, we will use a lower NV density and bring them closer to the diamond surface for better coupling to the high electric fields.
Conclusion and Outlook

The nitrogen-vacancy center (NV) has many promising applications, and has generated much excitement in the physics, biology, and chemistry communities. The number of papers published about the nitrogen vacancy center has quadrupled in the past 5 years. The combination of optical read out of spin, and the robustness of diamond, makes the NV center an impressive system. Yet, as scientists work to
create magnetometers with higher sensitivities, emitters with higher efficiencies, and qubits with longer spin memories, they all recognize how sensitive and fragile the NV system is. Specifically, when the NV is less than $\lambda/n$ from the surface, extra care is needed in fabricating the surrounding diamonds.

In this work, we have shown various ways of stabilizing and destabilizing the emission of near-surface NVs. We probed the only surface chemistry, and found that oxygen-termination leads to NV properties that degrade over time. A polymerized fluorocarbon layer may stabilize those near-NVs more effectively than oxygen does. We also established how sensitive NVs are to dry etching, an unavoidable part of NV-based devices. Parameters to consider include the choice of gas (Cl$_2$ and H$_2$ are especially damaging), DC bias, etch time, chuck temperature, and reactor geometry. Based on our results, we proposed using a downstream system to etch the last 10-20 nm of diamond, as the NV gets closer to the surface. We also suggest that NV luminescence, potentially independent of plasma damage, becomes dimmer as its distance to the surface decreases. Finally, we demonstrated an optical cavity that specifically enhances near-surface NVs, with the highest diamond plasmonic cavity Q.

The biggest obstacle with this research, and all diamond surface-related research, is that it is a complicated system with many variables that are difficult to decouple. When “surface effects” are cited for diminishing NV properties, they could be referring to band bending due to surface adsorbates, localized surface acceptor states, chemical binding and termination at the surface, surface reconstruction, and subsurface crystalline defects in forms of implanted foreign atoms or vacancies. Furthermore,
the effect of all these properties on NVs depends on the NV distance from the surface.

Further understanding of the surface effects on nearby NVs is crucial for the next stage of NV research. There are a few areas of study in particular that would benefit the community. For once, it would be interesting to truly isolate the effect of NV distance to surface, which would benefit from delta-doped single NVs <10 or 20 nm from the surface. The downstream etcher proposed in this work is a good starting point, as a way of minimizing plasma damage. Two, tuning the mode of our diamond plasmonic cavity into resonance with the zero-phonon line of the NV allows us to better estimate the lifetime enhancement. It is important to extrapolate some of our ensemble emission results to other NV properties, such as spin decoherence lifetime, zero-phonon line linewidth, NV emission dynamics (ie. stability).
Dipoles more than a few wavelengths into a bulk material can be considered to live in a homogeneous system. The radiative emission decay rate is simply calculated with equation A.1 and collection efficiency can be extracted from ray optics. However, when a dipole is less than a wavelength from the surface, we need to take into account the fields reflected and refracted from the interface.
We assume a dipole is embedded in medium 1 near an interface with medium 2. Both mediums are homogeneous and lossless dielectrics with refractive indices $n_1$ and $n_2$, respectively. We define the relative index, $n$, as the ratio of $n_2/n_1$. In our simulation, $n_1 = 2.4$, and $n_2 = 1$, and thus $n <1$. We model a dipole perpendicular and parallel to the interface, at a distance $z_0$ [Fig A.1]

![Figure A.1: Simulation schematic](image)

### A.1 Dipole Power

The power emitted by the dipole depends on the interaction with its emitted field and the reflected field from the surface\(^{47}\). The oscillation of a dipole was decomposed into s- and p-polarized plane and evanescent waves. The reflected waves were calculated from the reflection coefficients. Both the plane and evanescent waves emitted from the dipole create interferences which affect the total power emitted by the dipole. The total power emitted by the dipole is normalized for the power emitted in a homogenous medium 1:

$$P_0 = \frac{m_0^2 \omega^4 n_1^3}{12\pi \epsilon_0 c^3} \quad (A.1)$$

We can approximate the dipole power ($P/P_0$) when $z_0 > \lambda_1$ by using the equations
from reference 47.

\[ \frac{P}{P_0} \perp = 1 + 3\frac{n - 1}{n + 1} \left( \bar{z}_0^{-3} \sin \bar{z}_0 - \bar{z}_0^{-1} \cos \bar{z}_0 \right) \]  
(A.2)

\[ \frac{P}{P_0} \parallel = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + \frac{P}{P_0} \right) - 3\frac{n - 1}{n + 1} \bar{z}_0^{-1} \sin \bar{z}_0 \]  
(A.3)

where \( \bar{z}_0 = 4\pi z_0 / \lambda_1 \).

We plot the results of the analytical model in figure A.2. The oscillations originate from the interference between the propagating fields of the dipole and the reflected fields from the surface.

![Figure A.2: Analytical solution to the total emitted power of a dipole, when \( z_0 > \lambda_1 \).](image)

When the internal quantum efficiency, defined as the ratio of radiative decay to total (radiative and non-radiative) decay, equals 1, \( P/P_0 = \gamma/\gamma_0 \). Thus, the power emitted is directly due to the radiative decay rate of the emitter.

The emitted dipole power when \( z_0 < \lambda_1 \) can be simulated numerically in a finite-difference time domain software (Lumerical). We again use a dipole perpendicular
and parallel to the surface, embedded in a bulk material with $n = 2.4$. A small $2 \times 2 \times 2$ nm box was placed around the dipole to measure the transmitted power of the emitter. The power output of the box is normalized to the power the dipole would emit in a homogeneous medium ($P_0$). A $4 \times 4 \times 4$ nm 1 nm-mesh was placed around the dipole. A fine mesh was also positioned around the interface of diamond and air. The resulting dipole power as a function of distance from surface is shown in figure A.3.

Figure A.3: Numerical calculation of the total emitted power of a dipole perpendicular (blue) and parallel (green) to the surface

The numerical results is similar to the analytical results presented in reference 47. A dipole perpendicularly oriented to the surface experiences a more drastic drop in emitter power. A dipole parallel to the surface increases in intensity from $z_0$ of 90 nm to 20 nm.
A.2 Collection of dipole radiation

In addition to the calculation of the total dipole power, we need to understand how effective our collection is. When a dipole is far from the interface \((z_0 > \lambda_1)\), emission with angles higher than a critical angle experience total internally reflection back into medium 1. The critical angle is given by Snell’s law \(\theta_c = \arcsin(n)\), \(n = \frac{n_2}{n_1}\). Hence, no transmission into medium 2 occurs beyond the critical angle. When the dipole distance is very small we can again represent the dipole field as a combination of s- and p-polarized plane and evanescent waves. The reflection and refraction of both the plane and evanescent waves are then calculated the boundary.\(^{46,45}\) The power radiated is calculated from the Fresnel transmittance. When \(n > 1\), the evanescent fields of the dipole can be refracted into the denser medium 2 and the collection efficiency changes with \(z_0\). However, in our system, \(n < 1\), and this evanescent coupling does not occur. Therefore, the radiation patterns are independent of \(z_0\). The calculated analytical solution, as provided by ref. \(^{46,45}\) is shown in figure A.4a. The power output is shown as a function of angle (theta in fig A.1)

We simulated the far field projection of dipole emission in FDTD. We placed a near-field 2D monitor in air within 100 nm of the dipole, just above the interface. The measured electric fields were projected onto a hemispherical surface 1 meter from the surface. Figure A.4 compares the analytical and numerical simulations. Again, the two methods correspond to one another.
Figure A.4: Dipole radiation into air for a perpendicular (blue) and parallel (green) orientation to the surface. The analytical solution is plotted on the left. The simulation from FDTD software, with dipole situated 70 nm from the surface, is shown on the right.
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